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ALUMNI GATHER
"01" RICHARDS, FOUR LETTER MAN UIDER
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES TUESDAY
IN GLASS REUNION COACH SAUNDERS, TO COACH FRESHMAN TEAM
IN MEMORIAL HALL ARE FITTING CLOSE
Several Classes Gather On Campus
TO TWENTY-EIGHTH SESSION OF COLLEGE For
"Cul" To Report For Active Duty
Reunion—Banquet Is Held—
At The Beginning Of Next SeaNumerous Speeches Delivered
son—Student Of "Bud" Saunders
ATHLETIC ASSOG,
And Knute Rochne—Five Game
During this commencement seaSchedule To Be Played By Freshson the Clemson student body and
One Hundred And Twenty-Eight DIAMOND ARTISTS
MEETSJN
CHAPEL
men
In Football
faculty are
welcoming back
to
Seniors in Graduating Class—
Clemson
a
number
of
the
alumni
Student Body Meets In Chapel To
Howard E. Rondthaler Delivers
With the signing of Mr. Cul
former students. The classes
ELECT CAPTAIN ofand1896,
Discuss Plans Of Athletic Asso- Richards as a full-time coach for
Address—Medals And Honors Are
1899, 1909, 1914, and 1919
ciation For Next Year—Captain
Conferred

"Pat" Harmon To Lead Baseball
Men Thru Season of '25—Athletic
The singing of t'he beautiful ClemCareer At Clemson One Of Brilson Alma Mater brought to a close
liance—Cox Elected Alternate
the Twenty-eight Commencement of
the A. & M. College of South Carolina. And as the last words of the
S. E. ("Pat") Harmon heavy-hitstately hymn echoed and reechoed
ting outfielder and pitcher, also a
over the audience, one hundred and
speed demon in a football back-field,
twenty-eight loyal sons of Clemson
has been chosen baseball captain of
completed thetr four-year sojourn at
the Tigers for 1925.
George W.
Tigertown. There was a touch of
Cox, shortstop, was chosen altersadness to the scene; comradeships
nate captain. Both have been on
formed thruout their college days
the varsity ball club for the past
were broken as the Seniors slowly
two seasons and are members of
filed out of the Memorial Hall—
the rising Senior class.
some to the hills of the Piedmont,
"Pat" has cut a wide swath in
some to the sands of the Atlantic,
Clemson athletics since his first arsome to the call of other lands, but
rival at the Jungle village, from
all, to the task of being active workColumbia, and is eminently deserv(Continued on Page Six)
ing of the honor which has come to

GLEE CLUB GIVES
CONCERT IN CHAPEL
Clemson Songsters Live up to Their
Reputation by Staging Successful
Concert—Orchestra Accorded with
Much Applause—Officers for Next
Season Elected.

»

r

him. Discovered as a gridiron gem
by "Doc" Stewart during the first
month he was in college here, he
played in several varsity games
during his freshman year, the oneyear rule not being in effect at that
time, and he was hailed by expert
observers as a coming star.
The next year Harmon continued
his stellar exploits on the gridiron,
becoming one of the most feared
half-backs in the state. In addition
he decided to step out into other
branches* of sport, and trying out
for the nine, made an outfield berth.
Last fall he was an outstanding
member of "Bud" Saunders' championship eleven, all-state half-back,
a flash on offense, and the hardest
of tacklers on defense. This spring
he again turned to the diamond, and
had a great year.
He played a brilliant game in
the field, turned pitcher when occasion demanded, and was| second
only to Captain Bill Murr in batting.
His best game on the pitcher's
mound was when he held the Erskine Seceders to two hits, Clemson
winning four to one. His batting
record for the year contains, besides
numerous singles, two doubles, two
triples, and a home run.
George Cox, the alternate-captainelect, hails from Greer, S. C. and
has been shortstop on the varsity
during the 1923 and 1924 seasons.
He is also a good basketball man.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.
She-—"What kind of instrument
goes best with a piano?"
He "An axe."—Boll Weevil.

The Glee Club gave their final
performance of the year in the College Chapel Saturday evening. There
was a large crowd of cadets and
visitors in attendance and the numbers were heartily applauded. The
program rendered was as follows:
Part One
Swing Along (Cook)
The Club
Selection
Quartet
By the Waters of Minnetonka
(Lieurance)
The Club
Pale Moon (Logan)
L. C. Tolleson
Selection
Quartet
Silver Lanterns of the Night
(Redding)
The Club
Our Yesterdays (Herbert
Lisle)
F. B. Buck
To Thee O Country
(Eichberg)
The Club
Part Two
Violin Sole—Caprice Viennois
(Vreisler)
O. F. Zagora
Jungle Spams
Orchestra
Chasin' Ithe Blues .... Fred Leitzsey
Part Three
Minstrel
Alma Mater
_ The Club
Personnel of the Club
First Tenors—L. C. Tolleson, M.
"Do you often change your en. Grain, E'. E. Jefferies, and F. M.
vironments?"
|ryant.
"Shure ah' I do; every Saturday
Second Tenors—F. E. Buck, W.
night."—Jester.
(Continued on Page Five).

freshmen teams, and the announcMay Is Inspiring Leader—To As- ing of a five-game schedule for the
sist In Coaching Next Season
first-year football eleven next
fall, Clemson's athletic authorities
Captain Thomas E'. May was re- complete two of the steps they are
elected president of the Clemson taking toward a well- rounded athCollege Athletic Association for the letic program for the Clemson firstensuing year at a meeting of the year students.
student body, who compose the
Mr. Richards, the new coach,
membership of the association, im- will devote his entire time and enmediately following chapel last ergies throughout the year to turnThursday.
ing out the best Freshman teams
Since first coming to Clemson possible and to developing the athduring the session 1921-22, Captain letic ability of the men on these
May has taken an active interest teams.
an all athletic matters, and has
Clemson students in the past when
•been associated with the coaching
becoming candidates for teams in
of many of the teams put out by
their Sophomore year have been
Clemson during that time.
rather handicapped because of lack
A pupil of "Doc" Stewart's at
of systematic training while they
the Oregon Agricultural College and
were members of Freshmen teams.
associated with him in coaching in
From now on however, Clemson's
the West, Captain May was well ac(Continued on Page Six)
quainted with Stewart when he came
to Clemson and from the very first
assisted "Doc" in molding Tiger
teams.
Elected president of the athletic
association last year, he steered
Jack Chandler Is to be President of the athletic affairs successfully
Athlete's Club During Year of through the session, and was the Vacation To Open On June 14th—
24-25—Cox and Johnson Elected guiding hand in the selection of a
Clemson Has Very Large Number
Vice President, and Secretary- new coach after Dr. Stewart reof Men To Attend—Majority
Treasure Respectively
signed.
How well he selected
Placed In Djfantry
everyone knows by
the
results
. The Block "C" Club, live-wire or- Coach "Bud" Saunders has secured.
Just as all roads led to Rome at
ganization of Clemson athletes in
This year as before he helped one time, so now (for Juniors) do
which it is a high honor to be a with the coaching of the football all roads lead to Anniston. Every
member, has elected Jack Chandler team, and his inspiring leadership member of this class is looking forpresident for the coming year. Other and ability to make men do and ward with keen anticipation to
officers elected at the same time fight had much to do with the suc- spending their summer vacation 111
are George Cox, vice president, and cess of the team. Clemson is indeed the wooded, rolling hills of Alabama,
C. S. Johnson, secretary-treasurer.
fortunate to have Captain May to at the government's expense.
Chandler is a sprinter of rare guide the affairs of the Athletic
The future Seniors (who are alspeed on the cinder path, and holds Association.
—W. W. B. ready feeling the weight of "Seniorthe Southern Conference record for
C.A.C.
hood" on their shoulders) are exthe hundred yard dash. In 1923
pected to arrive at Camp McClellan
VARSITY FOOTBALL
he won both the hundred and the
by
midnight of June 14. They will
SCHEDULE FOR 1924
two-twenty dashes in all of Clemspend from that day to July 25 in
son's dual track meets and won the
learning the gentle art of war.
Sept. 27. Elon at Clemson.
hundred over the leading sprinters
This year Clemson has a larger
Oct. 4. Auburn at Auburn.
of t'he South at both the Tech Relay
enrollment for Camp than ever beOct.
11.
Presbyterian
College
at
Carnival and the Southern Conferfore. One hundred and sixty-one
Clemson.
ence meet. At the Conference meet
Oct. 23. South Carolina at men will go to McClellan, two will
he established the Conference recgo to Plattsburg Barracks, and one
Columbia.
ord.
man to Camp Devens, Massachusetts.
Nov.
1.
V.
P.
I.
at
Clemson.
During the past season, Jack's
Nov. 8. Davidson at Davidson. The total of one hundred and sixtyhealth was bad and he was unable
four is thirty-two greater than any
Nov. 15. Citadel in Anderson.
to get into shape for track. Natprevious year.
Nov.
27.
Furman
at
Clemson.
urally a man cannot do the running
This year the majority of the
—W. W. B.
required of a college track team
men will be assigned to the infantry,
man when <he is sick. Jack particiAnd it ain't 'er gonna rain no there being one hundred and eleven
pated in the dual meet with North
men in that unit. There are alaa
Carolina, but lost his race as he more.
seventeen placed in the 37 M. M.
was not in any kind of shape. AfCompany, and thirty-three in the
Buck—-"Can
you
give
a
definiter that his condition prevented him
Machine Gun.
from taking part in the other meets. tion of a orator?"
Au revior, Juniors, and may you
Private—"Shure!
He's
a
fellow
However, Jack and his advisers
make unbeatable records during
that's
always
ready
to
lay
down
think he will he back in prime shape
your stay at McClellan.
for the 1925 season. All of Clem- your life for his country."
E. C. D.
—American
Legion
Weekly.
(Continued on Page Five).

are holding their regular reunions
at the college and the class of
1902 is holding a special reunion
in honor of Mr. James Lynah, a
member of that class who is to
receive his diploma this year.
Clemson graduates, regardless of
age or station, always take a keen
delight in returning to the scenes
of their college days. While the
Clemson campus is improving and
changing every year, there are still
the landmarks that the graduate of
96 has no trouble locating.
Monday of commencement week
was the biggest Alumni day. On
Monday morning the general meeting of the Alumni Association was
held in the Y. M. C. A. building
where business of the Alumni was
transacted.
In the afternoon the
(Continued on Page Six)

BUM "C" CLUB
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from student body to student body towns and other colleges in the ^this money will be extended over a
are many who.worked their way in state.
period of seven years and the inpart or in whole through college.
Clemson possesses one of thg crease in taxes will he negligible.
A boy leaving home to enter col- handsomest student Y. M. C. A. Clemson, in order that it may have
lege for the first time often wonders buildings in the South. Every ca- an enrollment of 1500, must have
what he will find besides class room det is entitled to membership pri- new dormitories, and additions to
Founded »y tb« GUw of '91
buildings, and what he will do dur- vileges in this building, which is the chemistry, agricultural, engi-.
Published weekly by the Corp* of ing recreation periods. The work
the center of social and religious neering and Textile departments.
Cadet* of Clemson College.
in the class room and the laboratory activities
of the campus.
Two Our only hope of getting these needOfficial Organ of the Clemson Athmust come first, but there are also Secretaries are in charge of the ed additions is to have this bond
UUe Association and the Clemson
many important lessons not found work.
issue passed. While at home this
Alumni Association.
in th curriculums. Athletics above
Such in brief are some of the ac- summer make every effont that you
all other activities make the whole tivities of a Clemson boy when not can in behalf of this bill. "We all
Subscription Bate*
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 corps of cadets feel that they are attending to his regular duties at want Clemson to grow and this is
our chance to do our bit for ClemSix Months (weekly)
?1.00 united in accomplishing one end. the college.
To the student body it teaches that
son.
Tell all voters in your town of
C.A.C.
Average Circulation 2500.
great things can be accomplished
Clemson's needs and use all your
Iby
determination,
perseverance,
influence for the passage of this
Entered as Second Class Matter at
team work and the subordination
measure.
—G. W. G.
the Post Office at Clemson College.
of selfish interest to the common
South Carolina.
BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONgood. To the individual it teaches
DENT with the Heacock Plan and
E. L. SMITH ..._
_ Editor-in-Chief that it is the part of a man to strugJ. M. LONGLEY
Bus. Manager gle on even though odds are against
earn a good income while learning;
On Friday, July 11, 1924, each
E. C. DELOACHE
Associate Ed. him and hope seems vanquished.
we show you how; begin actual
G. W. GIGNILLIAT
Associate Ed. In Clemson's athletic history there County Superintendent of Education
work at once; all or spare time;
W. W. BRYAN ...._ _.._ Athletic Ed. have been many victories and some in South Carolina will hold comexperience unnecessary; no candefeats,
but
the
best
that
can
be
petitive examinations to fill scholarE. W. CARPENTER ... Asso. Ath. Ed.
said is that the games have been ship vacancies in over forty counvassing;
send for particulars.
J. C. FELDER
_ Asso. Ath. Ed.
played in a clean, sportsmanlike ties. The vacancies occur in both
Newswriters Training Bureau,
H. F. O'CAIN
Alumni Ed.
manner with amateur athletes.
the four-year agricultural and texBuffalo, N. Y.
W. B. BAILES _
_ Alumni Ed.
Every boy is familiar with the tile courses and in the two-year
D. C. AYBRS
Locals
TO THE PEOPLE OF
T. J. HART
Y. M. C. A. Ed. various sports in college and in agricultural course. The value of
CLEMSON COLLEGK
high
school.
These
vary
with
the
each scholarship is $100.00 per
P. GRAVES
Joke Ed.
seasons
of
the
year,
football
claimsession and free tuition, which is
E. W. Ellis
Asso. Joke Ed.
Let's make the slogan: "More garing the attention at the opening $40.00 additional.
This money is
F. B. LEITZSEY
Asso. Jone Ed.
of the college, followed with basket- applied towards the payment of dens and better ones." Thorough
Circulation Department
preparation and proper cultivation
ball, baseball and track. At Clem- regular expenses, such as board, will bring results, I will give you
H. B. Flowers
Circulation Mgr.
son every boy has an opportunity to fees, etc.
both.
S. M. McKEOWN
Asso. Cir. Mgr.
participate in some form of athletics
Engagements can be made with
In
addition
to
the
regular
state
T. G. JACKSON
Asso. Cir. Mgr.
through the company and class scholarships, the federal govern- me personally, or by bulletin at
Staff Reporters
games played throughout the year. ment through the R. O. T. C. fur- Clinkscales & Crowthers.
J. B. CAUGHMAN, F. E. HOWELL.
Yours for Gardening,
Clemson
College
is
usually nishes financial aid.
Practically
C. B. HENRY.
H. F. KIZER, H. L. THOMAS.
thought of as an agricultural and every boy in college is a member of
SEE
mechanical college, where little is the R. O. T. C and beginning with
expected in a literary way.
The his freshman year, at which time
students here are taught the facts the government helps to pay for
concerning engineering, agriculture, his uniform, this cummutation conscience, etc., and they are also tinues until graduation.
When a We carry a complete line of
CLEMSON
taught how to express these facts student reaches the junior class,
DRY GOODS
to others.
The literary societies the War Department increases the
NOTIONS
Picture a large country estate of have in the short history of the col- allowance until it, is worth in efSHOES
lege
proven
their
ability
to
produce
fect the same as a regular scholar1,500 acres in the rolling foothills
CLOTHING
Twice has a ship won by competitive examinaof the Blue Ridge Mountains, with speakers of merit.
Clemson
man
won
over
all
other
HATS
AND CAPS
tion.
During
the
junior
and
senior
stately buildings placed at elevated
points within an irregular circle. South Carolina colleges in the inter- years, a student will receive on the
The Latest Things in .Ladies,
To the north and outlined against collegiate oratorical contests. Mem- average $100.00 or more to be
Misses and Children's
bership
in
these
literary
societies
is
applied
towards
the
currect
exthe sky is range after range of
penses. Aside from the finanlofty mountains, in the summer entirely voluntary.
The students publish a weekly cial
helps of the
state
and
clothed with verdure and standing
out a deep blue against the horizon, paper, The Tiger, which is devoted federal government, the Southern
and often in winter white with principally to athletics, and to news Railway Fund, the George Cherry Prompt and Efficient Service
snow.
Smooth roads and walks in general, and a monthly magazine, Loan Fund and the Harmon Foun209 Main Street
Chronicle,
which
contains dation offer opportunities for boys
wind over and around the hills. The
SENECA, S. C.
Groves of large graceful oaks spread stories, essays and literary work of to borrow for the purpose of comtheir great branches to make a cool a similar nature. At the close of pleting their education. It has been
inviting shade on a summer day. the year comes Taps, the Annual or | the policy of the college authorities
Grassy slopes dotted here and there yearbook published by the Seniors I to keep down the expenses to the
with beds of brilliant flowers all and is a pictorial record of the i lowest possible figure for the purcombine to make a campus famed year, especially of the Senior Class. | pose of bringing the advantages of
CLEMSON COLLEGE, 8. C.
Much interest is displayed in the the college within the reach of
fcr its beauty.
BY THH COMMUNITY!
Such is the home of the Clemson technical societies in which member- every ambitious boy in South CaroVOR TUB COMMUNITY:
Tigers, a place where every year ship is limited largely to the upper lina.
ONE HUHDP^SD PEBCHST
more than a thousand young men classmen.
C.A.C.
COR THE TIGXUUJ JkMB
seek an education that will prepare
In addition to the literary socieTIGEBTOWN!
them for self-respecting and self- ties common in all colleges, the
CADETS ALWAYS WXBXXEdDB.
supporting citizenship.
students in engineering, chemistry
CHECKS CASHED.
That Tiger spirit which makes a and agriculture are members of
FULL
juon or
united student body cheers its teams1 such organizations as the American
OANDB3S,
to victory or cheers its teams in Institute of Electrical Engineers,
FRUITS,
defeat,—is
instilled
into
every (A. I. E. E.), a nation-wide society
TOBACCOS,
Clemson man. The spirit of Clem- maintained by that engineering pro- Urges All Clemson Students to use
SHOES,
son—a spirit largely fostered by fession; the American Society of
SWEATERS,
Influence in Promoting Passage
athletics—teaches every man to be Mechanical Engineers, (A. S. M. E.)
UNDERWEAR.
of Bond Issue—Outlines Plans of
a hard and fair fighter, with a and the American Society of Civil
Expansion and Development of the Drop In to MM u. W*
Tom- trade.
determination
to
see
a thing Engineers, (A. S. C. E.).
The
College.
through to the end. Once a Clem- Chemistry Science Club and the
son man always a Clemson man. agricultural Society also meet perIn his recent speech to the SophLet two former students get to- iodically to discuss problems of in- omores and Freshman, Acting Presigether, and the conversation drifts terest to students and to keep pace dent Earle gave an outline of Clemto college days, their Alma Mater, with the achievements of science. son's needs' for the future. In orWe Invite Clemson Men to
old friends and associates of stu- A successful engineer, agriculturist der that these needs be fulfilled 'it
Come and See Our Line of
dent days. A Clemson man never or chemist must not only know his is necessary that the $8,000,000
forgets his Alma Mater and his work, but he must also be able to bond issue, which the people of this
HART SCHAFFNER &MARK
love for the old school grows with direct and guide those under him.
state will vote on this summer, be
the passing years .
The lover of music can find an passed. This mioney will he divided
CLOTHING
A boy coming to Clemson finds a opportunity for pleasure and pro- among the state colleges and instiAlso WALK OVER SHOES
student body that is most democrat- fit in the cadet band, the glee club tutions. It is our duty, when we
ic in its aims and ideals. All men and the college orchestra.
The are at home this summer, to make
and STETSON HATS
are on an equal footing—they stand band furnishes music for military every effort to have this bill passed.
for what they are worth at the col- ceremonies and all other official oc- By the provisions of the bill the
We Make Gent's Furnishing
lege In making of friendships only casions, and is also present during state colleges and institutions will
the boy himself and his achieve- athletic games. The orchestra and receive $2,000,000 the first year
Our Specialty
ments are considered. Among the glee club furnish music from time and $1,000,000 thereafter for the
SENECA,
S. C.
many illustrious sons handed down to time, and also visit neighboring next six years.
The payment of

€kt %xspt.

SCHOLARSHIPS OFFER
OPPORTUNITY TO ALL

€&tteml:s
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WE HAVE

A Complete Line
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lef as: Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
PiUow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

F. C. A Y E R

READY-TU-WEAR

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexali Druggist

THE COMMUNITY STORE

PRESIDENT EARLE
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

J. L. MARETT

Neatly cenaW,' Well-l t hair is a
batmen and social asset.
# STACOMB makes the hair stay combed
in any ityle you like even after it has
just been washed.
STACOMB—saw tiginal—has been
use*1 for years by stars of stage and
screen—leaders of style. Write today
far free trial tuba.
Tubes—35c Jan—75c
lusiit on STACOMB—in the black,
yellow and (old package.
For sale at year druggist or wherever
toilet goads ate told.
StaacUrd Laboratories, lac
113 West 18th Street, New York City
Send coupon for Frae Trial Tub*.
Doc*, i
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BY PAUL, "SPARKY,"
Prof. Burr—The Sophomore exam
will begin at 7:30 A. M.
T. G. Jackson—That means we
can catch that 8 o'clock train. Don't
it 'fessor?
Lives of Seniors all remind us,
We can live our lives as great,
And departing leave behind us
Three more classes to graduate.
Capt. Durfee I'm tempted to report you.
"Pat" Murphy—"Yield not to
temptation", Captain.

Razors.
Stacomb.
Heat in winter.
Books of etiquette.
Amusements.
A wife.

Senior Doore said he crossed an
Deloache—Why do you take your
egg plant with a pig weed and now
bath on Monday evening?
he's getting ham and eggs.
J. A. Seago—'Cause I always
send my laundry out on Tuesday
Cute little Jack Dorsett will now
Morning.
recite:
"Little Boy Blue come blow your
Do these words sound familiar?
horn,
"Don't you see."
The corn is full of kernels and
"Now, ain't that pretty. MagniThe Colonel is full of corn."
ficient"
"This here here is equal to that'
Prof—You may leave the room.
there there"
B. A. Pruitt—You didn't think
"Ooh! Move it over here. I can't,
I was going to take it with me. see the board from here."
Did you?
"On it. Fer it"
"Won't have time this time"
SWEET words we will not hear
"There're a few men smarter than
after today.
I"
"Sorry I couldn't give you a pass"
"Vot?"
"Son, this is the 2nd check you've
"Don't spoof me"
asked for this week"
"Come to me. Conserve your
"Whats your name Mr. Smith?"
energy."
"Shoot 'er grits"
"I mark you "Duty"
We suggest the following names
"Reveille"
for radio stations.
"Rat Newboy"
T. N. T. C. O. D. F. O.B. R F D
B. V. D. A. W. O. L. P. Q. D
Captain Lee—These rifles shoot
(M. A. T.)
five times Without loading.
Smith—How many times will
Wave length—from shore to shore
they shoot if you load them?
Prof. Carpenter—(During exam)
"Styles" Bee had a little lamb,
Come here Bonner and let me pin
He fed it gasoline,
this rose on you.
One day it smoked a cigarette
Tom Bonner—I would rather have
Since then its not benzine.
a sweet pea (P) on this exam 'fesor.

THREE

COLONEL PEARSON
TO LEAVE GLEMSON

Good Sports
Doc Feely making an announcement to his junior agricultural stuAND FRED
dents turns around to Prof. Doggett.
"I wasn't talking to your lint
"Vic" Albright—How far did you heads.
mis the fourth question?
Prof Doggett—"No, but you were
Joe Marshall—'Bout three seats. telling yours how to flap their ears
to keep the flies off their back."
Senior Byrd—(to sweet young
thing)—I wish I could change the
Experiment No. 1923-'24 Peralphabet, I would put you and I
formed by: Corps of cadets. List
closer together.
of Apparatus: One knife, one fork
and an empty plate.
I don't like my Prof, at all,
No Method of Procedure. ConcluIn fact I think him punk.
sion—From this expriment we have
He uses my knife to sharpen his
concluded that food is not an espencil
sential to the life of a cadet.
Then he marks me down a flunk.

"Horse" Mullins—If I said I was
"Rat" Turner says he can't under- beautiful, what tense would that be?
stand why a laundry keeps white
"Pair one"—Past.
ducks.
Lady—You certainly have a beauCommencement seems very queer.
tiful campus here.
Its meaning is beginning,
Phifer—Some one's kidding you,
However, in our college life,
Lady, It don't belong to me.
It comes right at the ending.
"Dago"
Jones—No,
"Doc"
I
Nobility on our Campus:
havent any temperature, the nurse
Prince Albert To Backo
took it.
King Pin
General Order
"Rat"—Did you hear about the
Colonel Corn
Ag. student that swallowed some
Corporal Punishment
nitrate of fertilizer.
Major Offense
Soph—No.
Count E. Nance
"Rat"—Well he's complaining of
Private Acquaintance
growing pains.

Prof. Bender (during Chemistry)
Now Class, we will all turn to salt.

TIGER

"I told him he must not see me
again."
"Well, what did he do?"
"He truned off the lights."
—Whitin Spindle.
How doth the busy college boy
Improve each shinning minute?
By Bulling when he's out of class
And sleeping when he's in it.—Ex
1st Salesman:
I hear you're a
salt sellar?
2nd Salesman: Yes.
1st Salesman: I am too: Shake!
—Ex.
She: "I'll marry you on one condition"
He:
"Oh! That's all right, I
entered college on four.—Ex.
She said "go to Father" when I
asked her to wed,
She knew that I knew that father
was dead.
And she knew I knew what a life
she had led,
And she knew I knew what she
meant, when she said
"Go to Father."
He—I have electricity in my hair.
She—Yes, I notice its connected
to a dry cell.

Captain—"We're in an awful fix.
The rudder's broken."
Fair one—"Oh, that's all right.
It hardly ever shows."—Ex.

"I'm crazy over animals"
He heard the flapper squeal;
Efficient Commandant To Go To
So he quickly took her up the hill,
Fort Benning—In Statement Says
To see the college seal.—Ex.
That Clemson Is The Best College
In The State
Two Irishmen were excavating
for a proposed building, when an
Colonel Madison Pearson, who
interested spectator inquired:
for the past five years has been the
"How is it, Pat, although you
able and efficient Commandant of
and Mike started work together, he
the Corps of Cadets of Clemson will
has a bigger pile of dirt than you?"
leave just after the present school
"Shure! was the quick retort.
term and report to the 8th Inf. at
He's diging a bigger hole."Judge.
Camp McClellan, Alabama. Colonel
Pearson will assist in the training CLEMSON STUDENTS—
of the thousands of young men, who
We invite you to come to Senec*every year go to get military We are only a few mlnntes drive
training at McClellan. He will re- from the College and have every
main at this camp until the latter thing to offer at less price than yon
part of August, when he will will pay in- the larger Town—
again be at Clemson for a few days
to assist Leiut.-Col. Coles and Capt. SPORTING GOODS—
We are offering a nice assortment
May in rooming next year's classes.
When this is completed Col. Pear- of all Silk and Wool Bathing Suits,
son will report to the Infantry these are in many designs and
school at Ft. Benning where he i3 colors, the prices are from ?8.50 to
to take a year's training.
Upon 7.60
Base Balls & Tennis Goods etc.
the completion of this work he will
then be assigned to some Infantry
BALLENGER HARDWARE CO;
unit.
Seneca,
S. O.
Col. Pearson, in a short talk with
"Ye cub reporter" spoke in most
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
glowing terms of Clemson, and of
his stay here. He said, "Anyone
WILL HAVE A
who has remained at Clemson as
long as I have will imbibe the
REPRESENTATIVE
Clemson spirit. I have grown to
love Clemson—and to respect her.
AT THE Y. M. C. A.
Here we have the finest student
body of any Collge in the State.
The faculty has grown greatly since
FRIDAY, MAY 23rd.
I first came here, and the entrance
requrements have been raised from
BRING HTM YOUR INS. PROB.
a thirteen to a fifteen unit basis.
In the years to come I expect to
HE WILL HELP YOU
see the student body doubled, I
may even say tripled. I shall alSOLVE THEM!
ways watch with interest all that
concerns Clemson in any way."
The student body wishes to "Col."
the best of luck In his future work,
T. U. HARPER
wherever he may be.
E. C. D.
DENTIST
C.A.C.
I like small girls—Aint I original.
SENECA, - - - S. C.

/

"What a whale of a difference
just a few cents make!"

We editors could write,
Till our hands got sore
And some Kadet would say
I've heard that joke before.

Here lies the remains of Ophelia
Bent,
Kicked up her heels and away she
. .lueta Non-Essentials
went.
Reveillee.
Drill.
"Lefty" Smith—Close the door, Saturday morning inspection.
You must be from the country.
Roll call at church.
J. B. Wertz—Yes, and every time Extras.
I hear a jackass bray, I get home Demerits.
The army.
sick.
First sergeants (H company only).
"Otey" Walker—My girl won a Call to quarters.
gold medal.
Discipline committee.
"Red" Price—That's nothing, my Jailbirds club.
girl won a loving cup.
Books.
Thee minute quizes.
"Slick" Ellison says he'd 'walk Garters.
a mile for a Campbell."
Soap.

—a// the difference
between just an ordinary cigarette
and — FATTMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

r"
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TO THE OFFICERS, TEACHERS, STUDENTS, Y. M. C. A., AND RESIDENTS OF CLEMSON
COLLEGE AND SURROUNDING TERRITORY.
CLOSE

WE

CANNOT OVERLOOK THIS

AND

ALL,

FOR

THE

THIS

PAST SEASON.

BUSINESS

YOU

AS THE COLLEGE YEAR DRAWS TO A

OPPORTUNITY
HAVE

TO

ENTRUSTED

THANK
TO

YOU,
US

ONE

THE MONEY SAYING
FURNITORE STORE

DURING

WE TRUST YOUR VACATION WILL PROVE TO BE ONE

GRAND, GLORIOUS HOLIDAY FOR ONE

AND ALL.

COOPER FURNITURE
WHERE YOU ALWAYS
BUY RIGHT
ATHLETIC FIELD TO
BE REARRANGED
Football Field To Be Switched Thru
Right Angle—Bleachers To Be
Erected Along Northern Bank—
Prospects For A Quarter-Mile
Track
■i ■

™

Erection of additional sr:ii:-r immanent bleachers similar to
hi
ones on the bank just behind t"KY. M. C. A. Building, re ■s.rr.t'ry.-.
ment of the foothaU field, an.i cS.ftn?
improvement will this H'lvtxzr. -:r
trsnaror-ra Riggs Field into a more,
modirn athletics p!ant and will increase, the seating capacity for football games by 1600 or more. The
plans include a new quarter-mile
track around the gridiron, providing
sufficient funds are available for
this construction in addition to the
other work.
The new football field will be
laid out running East and West
directly dov/n the middle of the
field instead of North and South a«
i;
now
runs.
S'=mi-permanent
Meachers of :ne same type as now
are located on part of the East end
of the field will be constructed on
each side of those now there, so that
they will extend along the whole
length of the East bank. At the
North-east corner they will be extended around the corner of tha
field and constructed on down the
North i&nk tha entire length of the
gridiron, or about 300 teet.
Portable wooden bleachers will be
placed on the South and West sides
of the gridiron, and also another
line of them wiill be placed high on
the bank by the tennis courts on
the South side of the field. These
seats, although they will be rather
far removed from the field of play,
will be so high above things that
they will give a real birds-eye vierw.
Additional steps down the bank
which forms the side of Riggs Field
will be built at the southeast corner
to accomodate those entering at the
gate by the tennis courts.
Steps
will also be built in the northeast
corner.
It is likely that in this
corner an arched gateway will be
erected as a memorial to Dr. W.
M. Riggs, for whom the field is
named. If this is done, this gate
with its steps down to the field
flanked on each side by the new
bleachers, will form the main entrance to the grounds
These new fixtures on the field
are being built with the purpose of
better accomodating the fans who
■will come to all games here in the
future, and with the especial purpose of caring for the huge throng
from all parts of the state which
will assemble on Riggs Field next
Thanksgiving Day for the annual
Clemson-Furman gridiron struggle,
classic of the year in upper South
Carolina. A bigger crowd will file

THIRTEEN
PHONE 69
through the gates on that day than
came for the Centre game of 1922
or the Auburn game of 1923, both
of which drew a huge attendance.
If the finances of the Athletic
Association permit, a new quartermile track, will be built at the
same time the other work is going
during this summer. This addition
to the athletic plant of Clemson
will fill a need for both the track
men themselves and for those who
watch the races.
The prercr.. .. ick on Riggs Field
ip - /i.i.i -'..; . o with turns which
are j-ritVioalTy .'ght angles. There
is virtually no . irve. A new track
wiih the ends shaped like an oval
would remove from the track men
the hardship of turning such bad
corners. With a quarter-mile track
all in front of the stands, the spectators would obtain much better
view3 of the races than they dt,
now, where they have to follow the
men all the way around the large
half-mile path.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.

PRF, GODFREY

LOSES MOTH
Mrs. Godfrey Died in Atlanta OS
May 23—Sympathy Of Student
Body Extended Prof. Godfrey In
His Bereavement
The many friends of Professor
W. E. Godfrey were very much
grieved to learn of the death of his
beloved mother. She died on E'riday
night, May 23, ia Atlanta where
she was tstaying with her son, John
Godfrey. Mrs. Godfrey was buried
in Marietta, Georgia, her former
home.
Professor Godfrey left for
Atlanta early Saturday morning.
The corps of cadets extends their
deepest sympathies to Professor
Godfrey in this time of bereavement.
"Out in Life's garden, where
sympathy grew,
God planted a soul*—'twas the
soul o' you.
Life's wonderful garden, Love
seeking, went through
Till he found a heart, 'twas the
heart o' you.
I have sought through Life's garden of roses rue,
And I find one sweet blossom all
jewelled with dew;
Love, sympathy, faith—all changed and true
At the heart of my flower—dear
Mother, 'tis you."
H. L. T.
C.A.C.
Prof. Rhodes—If anyone adds two
voltages on the examinations that
are not in phase he will get a "D".
Dong Ried (three weeks later)—
"Lewie, are you going to pass
electricity?"
Lewie Stello—"I'm gonna have to
work hard to get a "D"
Doug Ried (three weeks later)—
to do is to add two vectors."

BIG STORES
SENEGA, S. C.

BLOCK "C'AWARDS
PLANS ARE SHAPED
ARE ANNOUNCED
FOR STUDENT GOV'T.

WATCH THE RED TURGKS
Strother, E. G. Dotterer, R.
Griffin, W. W. Spearman, E'. H.
Hall, T. C. Wood, J. M. Killian,
M. C. Ellison, T. L. Vaughan, A. B.
Fitzgerald, S. S. Bee, and T. W.
Smith.
P. E. Strickland, who though
not graduating, completed successfully his special textile course, was
also presented with a blanket.
"CAC" monogram, award of faithful service to those athletes who
participated in a sport throughout
the season but did not win tha
block letter, was awarded to the
following men:
Football. T. L. Bradley, W. W.
Bankhead, H. J. Bowles, W. B.
Bailes, A. B. Cathcart, F. H. j
bert, W. H. Cobb, R. O. Fortenberry,
J. A. Fewell, C. E. Fulmer, J. M.
Fleming, J. K. Hane, J. H. Hall, J.
F. Hagood, R. A. Jackson, F. E.
Leitzsey, H. D. Mullins, L. H. I
ton, J. B. Owens, L. C. Price, F. V.
Phipps, E. D. Palmer, W. R. Roy,
J. R. Saunders, J. H. Saunders J.
A. Smith, E. L. Smith, R. H. Tibbs,
A. J. Thackston, H. S. Tate, C. B.
Verdery, J. Q. Wray, H. R. Woodside.
Baseball. R. R. Dorsett, J. D.
Stewart, B. H. Wilbanks, H. R.
Woodside, C. A. McGill, W. M.
Lewis, J. A. E. Buie, H. S. Hinson,
L. G. McGraw, P, H. Tison, H. I
Tinsley, L. S. Long.
Track. C. S. Johnson, W. B.
Bailes, T. J. Hart, H. J. Henders
J. R. Shannon, C. B. Verdery, F. V.
Phipps, J. W. Chandler.
Class numerals, '27 were awarded
to the members of the freshm'.i
teams. The rats receiving numer;
were:
Football. R. S. McHugh, P. B.
Austin, G. H. Beason, T. J. Betl
H. S. Elms, T. J. Etheridgf', D. A
Gibson, H. B. Goff., -1. .,. H ..rtzog,
M. II. '■V.ert.fea,
[-..'.'fi'jerson,
M. H. Hicks, C. A. Jetei". V. J.
Lipscomb, J. II. McFaddln. C. C.
Newman, D. E, Pickelsimer, C. M.
Reynolds.
Baseball.
I. L. Johnson, J. F.
Herron, T. J. Bethea, H. S. Elms,
M. K. Sanders, C. A. Jeter, J. A.
Milling, M. H. Hendee, K. M. Kirby,
H. G. Hartzog, E. R. Alexander, J.
V. Kinard.
Basketball. P. B. Austin, J. L.
Brock, D. H. Cach, J. B. Darden, C.
B. Dowling, M. H. Hendee, C. H.
Lineberger, W. T. Martin, R. H.
Mitchell.
Track. W. H. O'Dell, R. H.
Mitchell, O. A. Gaines, M. C. Boyce.
—W. W. B.
U.A.O.
"Why is it necessary for every
cadet to fall in love?"
"Because you can live on love."

Junior Class Holds Meeting At Forty-one Tiger Athletes Win CoWhich Student Government Is
veted
Emblem—Garrison
And
Discussed—Committee Appointed
Wertz Are Three-Letter Men—
To Draw Up Constitution To CarMonograms Awarded To Scrubs
ry Before Board of Trustees
Forty-one Tiger athletes won the
Last Thursday night, the first coveted Block "C" emblem of sucstep toward Student Government at cess in varsity sports, during the
Clemson was taken by the Junior session just ended, and were awardClass at a meeting held in the Gym. ed the letters Monday night. ExactNo definite action was taken by ly fifty letters were awarded during
the class but a committee of seven the year, two men earning three
men was chosen to draw up a con- letters each, five men winning two
stitution. This constitution, upon letters each, and thirty-four men
its completion, will be submitted to winning one letter.
Charlie Garrison, end on the footthe class for approval. It will then
be taken to the faculty, and even- ball team, captain of the baskettually to the Board of Trustees for ball team, and pitcher of the baseball team, and J. B. Wertz, center
approval.
If the corps really wants student of the football team, basketball
government, it probably can get it, star, and javelin thrower for the
but this fact must be rembered. As track team, were the two all-round
soon as Student Government be- athletes who won the "C" in three
comes a reality, every m ■::-. '.;> the sports.
Five men earned "C's" is two
corps will have a certain r.-v
?t responsibility resting >
jm. branches of athletics. They were
football
and
The success of the goverr■;: .t wi'i Charlie Robinson,
track,
"Gilly"
Dotterer,
football
Uo with the corps, not with the
stUL t '.-'fleers. It will be nec- and basketball, "Pat" Harmon, footessar." ':••" v-vev^ man to be aware ball and baseball, Gary Finklea,
of ftiri ■ '•:•!<.: a,uu his pledge. Indeed. football and track, and E. C. Sease,
under Student Government, one of track and cross-country.
Following is a list of the letters
the most serious offenses is failure
awarded
for the session:
to report violations of the various
Football, R. F. Holahan, A. B.
rules and regulations. Ev.iry student must feel that the gentlemanly Tennant, J. B. Wertz, S. L. Jackconduct of the corps is a »;:?•:.•;; i. son, F. V. Strother, G. I. Finklea,
responsibility, and that ov-'-rv '■:« C. C. Garrison, E. G. Dotterer, R. L.
fringement of this conduct lb a r.cf • Griffin, W. B. Williams, S. E Harsonal wrong. When that attftuic' mon, C. A. Robinson, J. E. Walker,
is established, we shall have a reai G. C. Wilson.
Baseball, B. L. Murr, J. H. Keel,
Student Government, but unless we
P.
E. Strickland, L. H. Melton, L.
can have it, we will be better off
J.
Salley,
S. E. Harmon, G. W. Cox,
under the present system. Tt rests
R. L. Zeigler, J. C. Felder, D. E.
wholly with the boys.
1
Should the constitution meet '•''.' Carter, G. A. S* "-"", and C. C. Garrison
approval of the Faculty and of c'.
Track. T. O. Wood, E. H. Hat!,
Board of Trustees; It will be sub>_'
A. Eobinsc-n, W. R. Roy, G. I.
mitted to the corps after being
Finklea,
B. F. Cartee, R. E. Sease,
carefully explained. At that time
the boys must make their decision. E. C. Sease, J. B. Wertz, E. L.
If they had rather continue as they Smith, and K. M. Mace.
Basketball, C. C. Garrison, F. H.
are, it shall be up to them to decide
so; but if they vote for Student Colbert, J. F. Hagood, E. G. DotterGovernment, they shall have to er, T. L. Vaughan, and J. B. Wertz.
Cross-country. J. M. Killian, E.
abide by it.
The committee selected to draw C. Sease, T. J. Hart, E. H. Jordan,
up the proposed constitution con- and M. C. Ellison.
Tennis. A. B. Fitzgerald and D. A.
sists of the following men: Holahan,
Zeigler, Harmon, Murr, Covin, Gil- Sanftleben.
S. S. Bee, Manager of the footlespie, and Smith.
ball team, and W. W. Spearman,
C.A.O.
Manager of the baseball team, reCol. Pearson^"The corps of ca- ceived manager's Block "C's".
dets will remain seated while the
The fourteen members of the
chapel marches out."
graduating class who, at some time
during their college course won the
"Don't you think my wife has Block "C", were presented with
In their affairs of the heart some
purple blankets emblazoned with a men have confidence, the rest have
a fine voice?"
"C" and a star for every year the rivals.—Princeton Tiger.
"Eh?"
"I said, don't you think my wife letter was won and a crescent for
team captains. Those members of
has a fine voice?"
"What are known as the Dark
"That woman's making such a the class of '24 receiving the blank- Ages, Egbert?"
Egbert—"Fhom 18 to 26, sir."
horible row I can't hear a word ets were as follows:
C. C. Garrison, J. B. Wertz, F. V.
—Sun Dial
you say."—London Opinion.
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anecdotes of his life are known to
every Son of Clemson.
Practically every College in tho
State was represented in the manv
excellent essays that were submitted
to the judges for consideration. A
handsome gold medal is given the
student that composes
the best
derful Improvement Over Past
Chicago and Alton Railway Comessay.
This
contest
is
for
the purnish Best Music Of Career—
Years—Playing of Alma ^fater
Butt's Manual Drill Features Splen- pany.
Senior Dancing Club To Be Con- pose of stimulating interest in the
Concludes Splendid Program
did Exhibition by Corps of Cadets
gratulated On Success Of Dances Heroes of the Confederacy and- of
—Keen Competition in Drill For
C. P. Ballenger '05 is a Contrackeeping their memory alive.
The College Cadet Band gave a
Simpson Medal—Regimental Pa- tor for the Greenville Tile Company.
G. C. Wofford of Clemson won
The climax of the social season
concert in the College chapel Sun-! at Clemson, two 'beautiful and well
rade Concludes Exercise.
the medal last year.
H. S. ("Froggie") Altman '22 day evening to a large crowd of
The concluding military exercises
Much time and hard work is necattended dances, were given by the
This concert Senior Dancing Club on Saturday essary in the preparation of and
of the year were held on Bowman's has a position with J. B. McCrary cadets and visitors.
was to be given in front of the Y. and Monday nights. The dance article -which touches the most outField Monday afternoon. There was and Co., Atlanta, Georgia.
M. C. A. "but on account of the in- Saturday night was given in the old standing points in the life of such a
a large crowd of visitors and friends
W. G. Bishop 20 is a Chemist clement weather it was changed to gym in the Agricultural Hall. The man as Calhoun; a man about whom
of the cadets in attendance and the
exercises were greatly enjoyed and for the Southern Cotton Oil Com- the chapel. The program rendered hall was beautifully decorated in volumes have 'been written. It is
pany.
was as follows:
appreciated by all.
lavendar, canary yellow and white significant that students of a strictMarch —"Washington
Post" streamers, and together with the ly technical college should do so
The regiment gave an exhibition
J. K. Bogs '13 is engineer for a
Sousa
of Butt's Manual to music by the
pretty girls who gathered here for well in the field of literary comOverture:—Selection from "Prince the Commencement season, the hall
Band. This was a pretty sight to sewer pipe company in Chattanooga,
petition.
Charming"
King was very pleasing to look upon—
see; all the rifles swinging in un- Tenn.
Both Booker and Wofford are
"Teddy Trombone"
Fillmore even by the eye of the most critical members of the Calhoun- Literary
ison to the music of the Band. After
G. E. Campsen '16 is a civil enMarch—"The High School Cadets"
the Butt's Manual the corp was
—C. M. A.
man or old maid.
Society.
_
So us i
formed on line and all who were to gineer for the United States EngiMonday night, the gala affair was
O.A.C.
Intermezzo—"Heap Big Injun"
enter the competition for the R. W. neering Department.
held in the new gym to accommo COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
._
_ S awy er
Simpson medal marched to the front
IN MEMORIAL HALL
date the large crowds who gathered
A. C. Lee '0 8 is division engineer
March—"America's Finest"
The competition for this medal was
to dance out the scholastic year of
(Continued From Page One.)
Zamecnik
very keen excellent drilling was for the Southern Power Company.
1924.
era for the upbuilding and advanceIntermission
executed by all the participants. It
Once more the cream of the beau- ment of their Alma Mater.
J. R. W. Linlrer is an engineer
March—"Ro'binson's Grand En- tiful girls of upper South Carolina
was a long time before the competiThe program for the exercises was
tree"
King assembled at Clemson, and again
tors were thinned down to a small for the New England Oil Company
as follows:
at
Fort
Wayne,
Indiana.
Overture—"Spick and Span"
member. Finally all the contestants
an enjoyable time was had by all.
The Clemson Agricultural College
_
Jewell
were eliminated except Cadet R. L.
The music was absolutely the
Twenty-eighth Commencement
L. A. May '16 is civil engineer for
Waltz—"Roses of Memories"
Bunch, of Charleston, S. C. who was
stuff!
The "Jungaleers"' were in
Graduating Exercises
the
Whitton
Construction
Company,
awarded the medal.
Hamblem their prime, and the music that they
Tuesday,
June S, 1924
After the competition for the and is working in Havana, Cuba.
Serenade—"A Night in June"
put
forth
on
both
occasions
well
10:80
A.
M.—College
Chapel
R. W. Simpson medal, the corps was
__
King
deserved the title of Jazz. "Captain
Order of Exercises
formed for dress parade. The SenE. C. Wiggins '23 has a position
Overture—"Memories of Stephen
Billy'" Ray led his boys to a vic- Music by Cadet Band
iors were lined up at the head of the with the Illinois Highway DepartFoster"
_
— Holmes
tory over all other Jazz that excels
March
"America's Finest."
field and the corps passed by in re- ment at Springfield, Illinois.
March—-"The Patriot" ...Zamecnik
any other victory the world has
Overture,
"Panorama"
view. After retreat was sounded,
"Alma Mater"
ever
known—including
Waterloo
Invocation
and the Seniors awarded their ReJ. C. Caldwell '12 is a member
The entire concert was greatly
Rev. J. D. Holler
serve Officer's Commission, tbe com- of the firm, Thompson—Caldwell enjoyed by the audience. The Band and "The D-Company Garage" battle which the Chief Fire Marshal',
Pastor Clemson College Methodpanies were dismissed.
Construction Company.
has worked hard this year under
of the campus won over the Sopho- ist Church
As these were the last of the
the able direction of W. S. Ray,
mores of D-Company last ThursAddress To Graduating Class
military exercises of the year there
Joe Moss '22 has a position with Captain and Director; J. R. Heller,
was a look of sadness ion the face the Illinois Central Railway, and Assistant Director; P. W. Coleman, day night. Two men of the orches- President Howard E. Rondthaler
tra played their last strains of Jaz: of Salem College, Winston-Salem,
• f many to think that this was the is stationed at Paxton, Illinois.
Drum Major.
Monday night as members of the
N. C.
last time that many of the Seniors
The Band is composed of about
Song By Audience
A. F. Riggs, '00, has recently forty of as good amateur musicians Clemson "Jungaleers." "Bill" Ray
would ever march to the music of
"America, the Beautiful"
the band and pass in review for the been promoted to E'ngineer of the as could be found in any college and "Tom" Lenior will be greatly
Central District of the General band. These men have worked hari missed in the future orchestras, and Conferring Of Degrees And Delivery
colonel.
Of Diplomas
Electric Company. Mr. Riggs has all the year and the results of their it is with Ja sad heart that we bid
Johnstone,
President
been located in Chicago for a num- concert have justified the efforts them good bye, and we hope that Hon. Alan
some day they shall return to us Board of Trustees
ber of years, and this promotion put forth.
as members of either Paul White- S. B. Earle, Acting President
gives him a very high and a very
—G. W. G.
man's famous orchestra or some
Music by Cadet Band, "Roses of
Mrs Daniel and Mrs.
B. H. responsible position with the Generfamous troupe of their own.
Johnstone entertained in honor of al Electric Co.
Memory."
^
The Senior Dancing Club sponsorDelivery of Medals and Honors
Miss Beulah Ferguson, Wednesday
ed its last dance, and as the previous
Song By Audience
evening. Bridge was played and
The Central District, with headones have been, so were these a"Alma Mater."
later a salad course was served.
quarters in Chicago, comprises thirmong the best of all time. "Toots"
Benediction
teen states, with sub-offices in
Dr. and Mrs. Feeley entertained cities like St. Louis, Kansas City
Payssoux, the retiring President of
Rev. John McSween
at dinner Thursday evening in honor and Milwaukee.
the dancing club, has been largely
Pastor Presbyterian Church,
of Miss Ferguson.
responsible for the success of the
Clemson College.
dances this year, and the men who
C.A.C.
Mr. Riggs is a brother of our
Mr. and Mrs S. B. Earle enter- late President, Dr. W. M. Riggs,
have attended the dances are great- BLOCK "C" CLUB
tained Thursday evening at a re- and the news of his promotion
ELECTS OFFICERS
ly indebted to him for his work and
ception in honor of the senior should be of interest to Clemson
cooperation with others in their ef(Continued from Page One).
class.
Music was played during men in general.
forts towards greater and better son's supporters hope and trust that
dances at Clemson.
he will, both for Jack's sake and
the entire evening by the college
—
r.x r.
for the need of the Clemson track
band, delightful refreshments were
team. Before coming to Tigertown,
served, the color scheme being in
Chandler was a brilliant track man
the class colors.
for Sumter High School. In 1921
he was high point scorer in the state
Mr and Mrs Blackwell entertaintrack meet, winning that meet for
ed Friday evening at a bridge-tea,
his school.
in honor of Miss Ferguson
Chandler is also a basketball man,
. B. Booker Wins Coveted U. D. C.
Mrs. Pearson entertained WednesPrize —Competition State-Wide and covers the floor like a flash.
day afternoon at bridge.
—Winner Awarded Handsome Me- He has also tried out for the football team. Being a leader in athdal
Mrs. Hunter entertained at bridge
letics and a possessor of much busiFriday evening in honor of her
Leonard R. Booker of Clemson ness ability, he should make a sucvisiting sisters.
College was adjudged the winner in cessful director of the affairs of
the annual statewide essay contest the Block "C" Club.
Mrs Shanklin gave a bridge party
George Cox, the new vice presisponsored by the United Daughters
Tuesday evening in honor of Col.
dent, is a baseball man and has playof The Confederacy.
and Mrs Pearson.
Each year this organization offers ed some varsity basketball also
a prize for the best essay on some though he has not won a letter in
Mr and Mrs Doggett entertained )
important figure of the Southern the winter sport. On the Tiger ball
at a garden party Tuesday evening
Confederacy. John C. Calhoun, the club he has been shortstop for the
in honor of Miss Ferguson.
well known defender of State* last two seasons.
C. S. Johnson, the boy from FloriRights and one of the most brilliant
men that the South has produced, da and Indiana, is a track and basDr. and Mrs. Daniel entertained
among all
at bridge party on Saturday evening
Lewis Smith, Leader of the Tiger was chosen as the subject of the ketball man, popular
"Pat" Harmon, Captain of BaseClemson students. "Johnnie" has a
in honor of Col. and Mrs. Pearson. ball Team For Next Season. "Pat" Track Team for the season of 1925. contest this year.
It is entirely fitting that a Clem great natural stride and is a hard
has been one of the best athletes Since coming to Clemson Lewis has
son
representative should win this worker on the track, and in addiworked
hard
on
the
Track
Squad.
at
Clemson
during
his
stay
here.
He
Mrs Haines, wife of the American
consul to Switzerland is visiting her will make the baseball men a fine He should be a good leader for the award. Calhoun's old home is on tion has played some on the basket—W. W. B.
the campus, and the traditions and ball quintet.
Cindermen next year.
leader.
sister Mrs. J. E. Hunter.

CORPS OF CADETS
CADET BAND GIVES I FINAL DANCES OF
ALOMNJJOTES
E. Adams '09 is working with
ARE REVIEWED BY th R.Georgia
CONCERTJN CHAPEL
YEARjiRE SDCGESS
State Highway Departs
ment at East Part, Georgia.
Audience Attends Concert In Brilliant Social Season Concludes
MANY VISITORS J. B. Armstrong '22 is with the Large
Chapel—Cadet Band Shows Won- With Commencement Dances—Many
Visitors Present—Jungaleers Fur-

TOCATNEWS

CLEMSON WUDENT
WINS U. D, C MEDAL
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SENIORS ATTEND
ANNUAL RECEPTION
Members of Senior Class Mingle
With Directors and Instructors of
Institution—Cadet Band Furnishes Music—President Earle's Home
Decorated For The Occasion
The annual reception given by the
president to the members of the
Senior Class was held at Acting
President Earle's home last Thursday evening. All the Senior Class
were present, together with most of
the members of the faculty and residents of the campus. There were a
great many of the girls of the campus in attendance and their presence added greatly to the occasion.
The band played for the reception
and their music was enjoyed by all
present.
Punch was served during the reception and after the reception ice
cream and cake were passed.
It was a most enjoyable affair
and greatly appreciated by all who
were in attendance.
The yard and porch were decorat
ed with Japanese lanterns. These
with the vari-colosed dresses of the
ladies, lent an air of gaiety to the
scene.
—G. W. G.
C.A.C.
—

TIGER ATHLETES ARE
AWARDED HONORS
Fifty Block Letters Awarded Tiger
Athletic—Monograms Given To
Scrubs—Seniors Are Presented
With Purple And Gold Blankets
Athletes honors for the year just
closing were awarded to the Tiger
stars last night in the college chapel. Fifty block letters were presented to the men who have earned
them ion Clemson football, baseball,
track, 'basketball, tennis, and crosscountry teams during the session.
The sixteen Block "C" men who are
completing their courses also received handsome purple blankets.
After the audience was seated in
the chapel, all the block letter men,
followed by the men who have won
their momogram, and the freshmen
who won the class numerals, marched in and took their places. The
men who have won a letter previous
to this year were seated on the platform, the others immediately in
front.
Among those present with places
of honor on the stage were Mr.
Lynah, an old Clemson football star
who afterwards went to Cornell and
was captain of one of the famous
"Big Red" elevens of that institution.
The athletic honors were awarded
by Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, chairman
of the Athletic Council in behalf of
the Athletic Council.
Besides the
fifty block letters, highest athletic
awards of the college, there were a
large number of "C A C" momograms presented to those who have
worked faithfully on any squad
without winning a letter. Members
of the various freshman teams received their class numerals, '27.
A complete list of the men who
received these honors is published
elsewhere in this issue.
Following the presentation of the
letters, Monograms, and numerals,
E. G. ("Gilly") Dotterer, president
of the Block "C" Club, presented
the sixteen blankets to the men
who are finishing their stay at
Tigertown.
Members of the 1924 track team
received the medals which they won
at the Southern Conference meet
and Tech Relay Carnival in Atlanta.
Several selections of stirring music were rendered during different
parts of the program.
W. W. B.

The Tiger Football machine which swept all opposition aside in its
triumphant march toward the State Championship.

APPOINTMENTS OF OFFICERS IN THE CORPS
OF CADETS FOR NEXT SESSION ANNOUG
H. D. Mullins To Be Colonel Of
Corps Of Cadets—Many Surprises
Shown In Appointments— Some
Of Boys Are Disappointed And
Some Are Elated

H. D., Tabor, W. P., Wise, G. C,
Stevens, T. J., Freeland, B. W.,
Todd, J. N.
To be Regimental Sergeant Major—
Caughman, J. B.
To be Battalion Sergeant Majors—
Westberry, J. E., Elliot, W. R.,
Wray, J. Q.
To be Color Sergeants—Finklea,
Salley, E. M.
To be Quartermaster Segreant—
G. I., Salley, E. M.
To be First Sergeants—
Leitzsey, F. B., Day, C. B, Coleman, H. C, Bryan, W. W., Jackson,
T. G., Thackston, A. J., Hope, R. H,
Garrison, N. A., Walker, J. E., Price,
L. C, Albright, W. V., Sanders, J.
H, Cudd, J. E.
To be Drum Major—DeLoach,
L. D.
To be Sergeants—
Duvernet, W. R., Jackson, E. A.,
Farmer, W. A., Wilkes, W. M.,
Tison, P. H, Hendrix, F. S., Stewman, W. S., Wilson, F. E., Brown,
H. A., Whilden, C. N., Felder, J. C.,
Watson, S. J., Garvin, B. W., Hoyle,
C, Brown, W. F., Garvin, C. W.',
Hane, W. W., Hane, J. K., Green,
G. H., Smith, R. E., Fewell, J. A.,
Law, J. M., Graham, F. A., Wilson,
C. J., Palmer, E. D., Howie, J P '
Cureton, R. H., Wood, A. K., Heller
W. F., Paulling, J. R., O'Bryan,
E. C, McCracken, H. E'., Alexander,
E. R., Rhodes, S. B., Tinsley, H K
Bailey, T L. W., Evans, J K
Shands, W. A., Boyd, J. A., Roche!
A. C, Talbert, E. H, Smyth, J A
Pepper, W. C, King, J. E., Causley,
J. E., Sanders, J. R., Kirkland, C.
R., Bradley, T. L., McGill, C A
Curdts, E. C, Gignilliat, G. w"
Bowles, H. J.
To Be Corporals—
Alexander, & R„ Cannon, J p
^V'^-" LaB™ce, A. F., Moore',
M„n'^°bbmS' L- L-' Mi"ing, J. A.,
McCutcheon, J. C, Bryce G W
James, J. H, Verdin, L. M.', Sanders!
M. K, Darden, J. B., Sonnett, G W
Davis, C. L., Burnett, W. E., Crowson, J. K., Goodyear, C. P Johnson, i L., DuPre, G. C, Anderson, C.
W, Johnson, C. P., Austin, P B
Shelamar, H. D., Massebeau, W A '
Smith, J. E., 2nd., Haskell, A c"
Warren, J. A., Martin, W T McLeod, C. E., Croxton, R. M., Truluck
R. N., Chapman, W. H, Richardson.
M. B., Elms, H. S., O'Dell, W R
Dunbar, L. D., Ellison, L. A Finley, H. L., Wyatt, B. W., Stork, W
J., WJard, H. P., Baker, J. H, Brabham^ H. K., Crum, O. L., Green,
C. H, Hinnatt, J. L., Lipscomb, V
J., Kinard, H. H, Brodie, G H
Bethea, T. J., Hinson, L. O., Pinson'
M. C, Culler, R. B., Fishburn F'
J., Brown, W. A., Earle, J
B
Youngblood, .J E., Jones, B. C, Aull!
J. L., Bailey, M. A., Dome, J P '
Hartzog, H. G., King, J. H, Richey',
B. R., Avent, J. K., Rose, A., Baldwin, M. L., Sykes, L. C, Sheriff, J.
M., Kirk, E. S., Turner, C. H Bru
ner, H. P., King, J. A.
By order of Colonel Pearson.
J. B. Owens, Adjutant.
C.A.C.

Colonel Pearson gave the Editor
of the Tiger the following general
order, relative to the cadet officers
for next session.
The complete
general order is as follows1
June 2, 1924.
General Order 164.
I. All appointments and promotions of officers and non-commissioned officers in the Corps of Cadets promulgated during the session
1923-192 4 are hereby revoked.
II.
The following appointments
of officers and non-commissioned
officers for the session 1924-1925 in
the Corns of Cadets are announced:
To Be Colonel
Mullins, H. D.
To be Lieut-Col
Buck, P. E.
To be Majors—Darby, J. E.,
Blount, T. C, Chandler, J. W.
To be Captains:
Hambright, W. A., Coleman, H.
W., Bailes, W. B., Welling, C. E.,
Bunch, R. L., Williams, Wr. B., Covin, W. F., Friar, E. C, King, C. B.,
Coleman, P. W.,
Herbert, D. O.,
Henry, S. W., Tibbs, R. H., Robinson, C. A., Jackson, S. L., Roche, T.
G., Smith, R. H, Heller, J. R.
To be First Lieutenants—
Seago, J. A., Colbert, F. H, Johnson, C. S., Zeigler, R. L., Gillespie,
B. B., Kehew, C. L., Stewart, J. D.,
Phifer, G. E., Smith, F. V., Keel,
J. H, Hutto, D. F., Blakeney, L. R.,
McLess, F. C, Bonner, T. A., Smith,
E. L., Cox, G. W. Hart, T. J.
To be Second Lieutenants—
Cobb, W. H, Holmes, J. S., Keel,
J. H., Long, C. A., Long, L. Sv, Maner, J. K., McLeod, N. A., Hawkins,
G. E., Huffman, W. C, Jones, G. L.,
Lewis, J. M., Mace, K. M., Miller,
J. R., Shanklin, J. A. Smith, D. E.,
Stribling, D. W., Stoney, P. D., Talbert, E. H, Youman, M., Causey, L.
G., Clarke, T.'H., Daniel, D. M., Henderson, H. J., McPhail, M., Rodgers,
H. W,., Sanders, R., Williams, J. G.,
Bagwell, J. C, Craven, W. H, Kibler, J. W., McCormac, E. A., MoCormac, J. H, Outen, D. L., Sanders,
E. B., Stokes, E. E.
Sutherland, J. L., Timmons, J. H.,
Traxler, W. C, Wooten, W. H,
Simpson, W. N., Youngblood, J. M.,
Hodges, B. H. Ayers, D. C, Dicks,
R. L., Kirton, M. B., Shealy, N. P.,
Spencer, B., Woodside, H. R., Bauer,
J. W., Cannon, E. A., Darby, J. P.,
Faires, C. D., Holohan, R. F.,
Lambright, F. L. Littlejohn, C. M.,
Mclntosh, C. H, Melton, L. H,
Sanftleben, D. A., Longley, J. M.,
Norton, J. J,. Pope, T. H, Tennant,
A. B., Batson, J. P., Carter, D. E.,
Knotts, W. T., Lyons, J. J., Smith,
M. M., Asbill, C. M., Bell, S. L.,
Blair, J. W., Coleman, J. M., O'Cain,
H. F., Roark, D., Sease, E.
C,
Sease, R. E., Stewart, E. C, Zeigler,
H. J., Booker, L. R., Goodale, T. E.,
Morris, J. A., Sharp, J. M., Smith,
J. E. 1st., Tate, H. S., Thrower,
J. H., Cartee, E. P., Flowers, H.B.,
Goree, I. M., Haynesworth, C. R.,
Lee, R. L., Taylor, T. J., Wilson, FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
G. E, Clark, D. C, Freeman, W.
SCHEDULE FOR 1924
C, Harmon, S. E., Blakeney, L. B,,
Croskeys, H. G., Murr, B. L., Price,
Oct. 10. Furman at Greenville.
G. E., Welters, H. C, Allen, C. S.,
Cary, F. L, Hall, R. E., Harden, J.
Oct. 18.
South Carolina at
C, Jeffords, A. U., Jennings, F. C,
Knight, T. M., Lewis, W. M., Moore,
Columbia.
P. W. Prause, O. B., Rhodes, C. F.,
Oct. 25. Davidson at Davidson.
Darby, J. E., Ellis, E. W., Graves,
P., Hendrix, F. S., Jacobi, L. R.,
Nov. 8. Presbyterian College at
Kirby, C. E., Maxwell, R. E'., Stello,
L. T., Whitton, J. E., Babb, J., CalClemson.
vert, J. P, Chappell, I. W., Fletcher, E. G., Haas, W. V., Moseley,
Nov. 22. Wofford at Clemson.
J. W. Patterson, S. E., Pruitt, R. S.,
—W. W. B.
Reid, D. A., Roark, R. B., Salley,

JUNE 8, 1924.
GLEE CLUB GIVES
the field. The students are ready"
CONCERT IN CHAPEI to like him and to welcome him to
(Continued From Page One.)
Tigertown with true Clemson spirit
alumni were seen in small groups
The schedule for the 1924 Freshall over the campus, discussing col- men team is composed of five games
lege days and present conditions at this being the maximum number
Clemson.
On Monday night the allowed the first-year team by the
Alumni banquet in the mess hall Southern Conference rules. Games
held the center of the stage Here the with Preshyterian College and Wofold grads with their wives and ford are to be played on Riggs Field
friends gathered for an evening's here, while Furman, Carolina, and
fellowship and pleasure. The re- Davidson will be met in Greenville,
tiring president of the Association Columbia, and Davidson respectiveacted as toastmaster for the occa- ly. The schedule is published elsesion, and numerous short addresses where in this issue of "The Tiger."
were made by alumni, coaches, and
W. W. B.
others. Mr. J. L. Carson, Jr., of
C.A.C.
the class of 1914 was the principal ALUMNI GATHER
IN CLASS REUNION
speaker of the banquet this year.
Coach Saunders, Capt. May, Capt.
(Continued From Page One.)
Durfee, Rev. John McSween, Mr. B. Calhoun, W. F. Covin, F. B.
Lynah, Acting President Earle, and Leitzsey and L. E. Cromer.
others were also on the program.
First Bases—W. A. Shands, C. R.
These reunions and homecomings Garrison and C. J. McMillan.
for the old Tigers are great occaSecond Basses—R. G. Shands, E.
sions, and institutions that are un- M. Salley, D. R. Ergle, and P. E
surpassed for the purpose of re- Strickland
Quartet—L. C. Tolleson, F. E.
newing friendships and binding the
alumni more closely together, all Buck, W. A. Shands and R. G.
of them vitally interested in the Shands.
upbuilding of a Greater Clemson.
Orchestra—E. C. Curdts, H. P.
C.A.C.
Bruner, W. S. Ray, R. C. Dixon, L.
"CUL" RICHARDS TO
E. Cromer, J. Babb, and D. R.
COACH FRESH. TEAM Ergle.
End Men—Fred Leitzsey and W.
(Continued From Page One.)
athletic directors will give especial F. Covin.
Interlocultor^R. G. Shands.
attention to the development of the
Director—L. C. Tolleson.
freshmen. The first year men will
Business Manager—R. G. Shands.
be instructed in the systems of
Accompanist—W.
L. Lippincott.
play used by the varsity teams, so
Dr.
Daniels
introducted
the club.
that when they become eligible for
varsity play they will be accustomed In his remarks he quoted Shake-,
to the system and well versed in the speare's lines about the man who
has no music in him. Dr. Daniels
fundamentals.
said, however, that these words
New students entering Clemson
next fall will be particularly for- were written before the advent of
tunate in their chances on the foot- jazz and he couldn't guarantee the
application of them now.
ball field. While members of the
The program throughout was exFreshmen squad they will receive
cellently rendered. The selections
the highest quality of training from
by the quartet was heartily applaudCoach Richards and will enjoy the
ed by everyone. The quartet was
opportunity of playing in games
called back for an encore after each
against the freshmen teams of five
selection.
other colleges. On becoming eligiTo the orchestra goes a great deal
ble for the first team, after a year's
of credit for the success of the protraining in the principles of Coach
gram. Their "Jungle Spasms" was
"Bud" Saunders' now famous "Crapindeed a spasm of jazz. The orshooter's" shift, they will have a
chestra, which has been good in the
number of places for which to compast, has improved wonderfully.
pete, since a large number of the
The violin solo by Otta Zagora
Tiger stars will graduate next year.
was enjoyed very much by the auCharlie Robinson, "Butch" Holahan,
dience. This violin music also addand "Red" Wilson, besides numered a great deal to Ithe program.
ous lesser lights, will finish their
It is useless to say that the mongridiron careers next fall, leaving
i ologue and sele<
3 by Fred 1
good opportunity for new men to
sey were enjoj •■
This ever humake the team the following year.
Imorous Fred wa: it his best and
Mr. Cul Richards, who was selectI kept his heare.-H in an uproar of
ed from many prospective candidates
laughter all the time ho was on the
for the position of Freshman coach,
stage.
is an Iowan and a graduate of
The minstrel was fine. In Covin
Grinnel College where he played
and Leitzsey we have two end men
under Coach "Bud" Saunders when
who can keep any audience laughour mentor was located there. At ing.
Grinnell he was a star end on the
The Glee Club was excellent
football team and also a member of
throughout and to L. C. Tollison
the basketball, track, and baseball
goes a great deal of the credit for
teams.
its success. He has worked faithSince leaving college Mr. Richards
fully on the club throughout the
has coached in South Dakota. For
year and the results 'have certainly
the past three years he has been justified his efforts.
Every man
director of athletic activities at on the club deserves credit for the
Shenandoah High School.
excellence of its performance.
It
Having
played
under
Coach
was due to (this co-operation by the
"Bud" during his college career, individuals and the efforts of TolRichards is naturally well acquaint- lison that the Glee Club won second
ed with all phases of the Saunders" place in the contest among the state
system. Not only this, but he has Glee Clubs.
used the Saunders' "Crap-shooter's
The officers for next year have
Shift" with great success during the been elected and are as follows:
last three seasons. Last summer he
Director—W. A. Shands.
attended Knute Rochne's Coaching
Business Manager—W. F. Covin.
School at Notre Dame with Coach
Assistant Business Manager—F.
"Bud." All of which explains his E. Buck.
exceptionally fine qualifications takDirector
of
Orchestra—E. C.
ing charge of Clemson's Freshman Curdts.
—G. W. G
sports, turning out good teams, and
C.A.C.
molding material into varsity caliMrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick has reber.
turned to the campus after spendCoach Saunders told the student ing the winter in Florida.
body at a mass meeting last week
that they would certainly like RichMrs. Riggs has gone to California
ards, that he is an enthusiastic for a three months visit to her sisworker, a real gentlemen on and off ter Mrs. Surmeyer.
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THE TRADE JOURNAL AS UNIVERSITY EXTENTION
BY HIBBARD S. BUSBY, NEW YORK
Note :

Mr. Hibbard S. Busby, a consulting chemist of New

Nork City, is the author of the following paper.

He has just

practical work in their first job.

In getting the material to-

gether we both had considerable contact

with

experience

sent it to the editors of TEXTILE WORLD, New York, with a

which brought out how strong a factor trade journals were in

letter reading in part as follows:

this matter.

"A conversation I had some

It occurred to me that during this month when

time ago with a friend of mine, who is the head of a University

most of the engineering courses are closing would be the very

Department, led to quite a study

best time in the world to bring the problem home to them in the

on

our

part to

suggest

methods by which men about to graduate from an engineering

way we encountered it in summing up the evidence."

course could be brought into touch with influences that would

Editors of TEXTILE WORLD were so favorably impressed by

enable them to continue their habits of study formed in the
school, and at the same time assist them in breaking in on
To the man who has progressed
to that point in an industry or profession where he has learned to
evolve his plans from the myriad
factors of the general situation, a
high grade trade journal is at one
and the same time an inspiration,
guide, counselor and friend. The
longer he continues in one line of
work the greater will be the degree
to which he looks forward to its
periodic messages and information.
The beginner in any industry is
in the position where the habits he
forms will handicap or assist him
according as they be lightly or
wisely chosen. It is to this man
that it is worth while to direct the
attention of certain lessons and influences which have been experienced as well as those encountered in
the lives of others during the course
of traveling the same road which
they now must go.
Every man who starts his first
career-job direct from the technical
or trade school is in possession of
a great fund of useful information
which he has accumulated during
his course, and which a very natural
ambition makes him keenly anxious
to put to use in the most effective
way that possibly may contribute
to the advancement of his career.
With all his training he will shortly
discover many conditions confronting him which will put him at a
serious disadvantage compared with
even the humblest of his fellow employees who have been at work before him. Whether he choose the
mill or the office end of the business this will still be true, as much
the same paraphernalia of language
and materials is common to either
place.
Thereupon he will be face to face
with the dilemma of how to make
use of the expensively obtained
training he possesses in such a way
as to apply it practically to the
job in hand. It is the first bridging
over of the gap between theory and
the direct application of the principles derivative from that theory that
marks the feeling of confidence of
the new man in himself and enables him to swing into line with
the work of an organization.
Chiefly outstanding among the
first realization of
unfamiliarity
with the new ground are the words,
phrase* and methods encountered
at every turn; things, which coming
as they do by chance, are not in any
sense self-explanatory as they are
when read among a context of
qualifying and explanatory material
or related subject-matter. Even to
the most alert there will be many
occasions for
embarrassment
as

Mr. Busby's contribution that they have bought this space and
similar space in the publications of other technical colleges to
print it for the benefit of students about to be graduated.)

these things are encountered with- mediate associates. Even where the
out prior opportunity to determine intent of the associate may be of
their meaning.
the highest order, however, the accuracy of conclusions drawn from
During recent years the scope of
this means as a sole expedient is
education has been much enlarged
very apt to be impaired by restricthrough widely-spread systems of
tion of the point of view of the one
distribution of the outlines of specifquestioned or his failure to get the
ic courses and the actual lessons,
text and examples to make these uojisanb v pniueq SmuBaui 9[OUAS.
put by a technical man, who uncourses complete.
The growth of
consciously, perhaps,
expects
an
this idea of University Extension is
answer at least bearing upon the
in a large part attributed to the
theoretical principles involved in
general desire on the part of num- the question.
bers of persons to extend and complement their previous training
Some organizations allow considwhich they recognize to be inadequate for the demands made upon erable freedom of access to their rethem. We are told that the purpose cords and data by new employees,
of this extension work is "to more and there is probably no more ceradequately prepare men and women tain method than this of training
a man quickly in the tnethods of
for life."
that particular arganization. Should
Recent years have witnessed, also, a man desire to train himself broadunparalleled growth in the number ly -for tMe whole industry, however,
and scope of trade journals.
In there is the danger to be taken into
fact, this growth parallels, singular- account that this method used as a
ly, the growth in University Exten chief basis of "breaking in" may
sion. We are told by experts that cause his viewpoint to be somewhat
"the trade journal is the most suc- restricted and provincial. Most oi
cessful branch of publishing." This the higher executives encountered
could never have been so but for the in the textile business do not value
fact that these journals meet and highly the opinions of employees.
The trade journal of the right
fill a very pressing demand. It is
reliability
in the matter of data on
significant to note that, to a great
degree, the success of the trade type is the most reliable means yet
journal has been acheved by the discovered to acquaint a man with
identical means which define the the background of his work. Its
idea
of
University
Extension. generalized field possesses a value
Therein they have arrived at the in the formation of conclusions that
best method of enabling the new is very difficult of attainment by
recruit to industry to achieve the any other means. Its accuracy and
reliability in the matter of data on
end he most desires.
any subject treated are acknowledgFirst of all, the school idea of ed by the test of wide circulation
adequately presenting r el i a b 1 e and unchallenged statement.
The important thing, however, Is
sources of information; books, bulletins, statistics and methods have what determines the type of journal
been adhered to very closely, and so chosen for study as reliable
the school system is thereby actual- media of information, worthy of this
ly prolonged. Then, too, specific in- reliance that is to be placed in it.
stances are published, regularly, of There are certain infallible tests by
practical examples of applied science •which this matter may be establishas they fit into the scheme of oper- ed with confidence.
ations of that particular industry.
There are several methods open
to the ambitious newcomer to a
business, by means of which he may
break into the scheme of things and
become a part of it. He has no
limit placed upon his powers of
observation except such as may be
within himself to develop. But the
conclusions drawn from this form
of getting at the root of matters
must be subject to the qualifying
influence of checking his observations through inquiry and investigation of considerable data attendant to the subject under study.
Further, it is possible, in most
organizations, to learn a great deal
through inquiry from one's im-

(The

In the first place, it may as well
be recognized that to read thoroughly all the journals published auxiliary to one of the large and flourishing major industries, would take
all of the spare time a man could
get together outside of business
hours. On the other hand, comparatively few of the journals in any
industry are really expressive general organs of it. Some of them are
published with the acknowledged
purpose of supplying the demand in
only a very limited section of the
industry; but unfortunotely the
great majority of trade journals,
while laying claim to be representative in the whole field, really do
serve only a small proportion of it.

This is not a matter of their circulation list but of their contents
in each issue. Obviously, then, if
the expressive data required be
found within a limited number of
journals it would be well worth
while for any organization to sanction reference to these by executives, during working hours. The
growing practice of roouing certain
of the more representative journals
to the various members of the staff
of large organizations indicates realization of this fact. Even in the
places where general reading of
them during working hours is discouraged, the higher executives will
be found making constant use of
them.
In order to merit inclusion in
this selected list worthy of elose
study, the necessity of a journal
being representative of the whole industry is then apparent in terms of
the time and importance that will
be allotted to study of it. It is
truly representative when it possesses three qualities in outstanding fashion. It must have breadth
of scope in territory covered and
subjects analyze*!. It should have
reached such a status that its veice
in leading questions of the industry
shall have influence, and that, because of realization of the weight
of fact and
study
behind it*
opinions. Its advertising should be
of such a character as truly to represent in balanced proportions, the
various elements and auxiliaries of
the industry. That factor alone is
sufficient tribute to the status of
its influence and penetration to the
inner councils of the field it covers.
Certain signs are infallibly displayed in the journal which is a
^proper medium for reliance of the
kind mentioned.
A trade journal that covers its
field with sufficient thoroughness
is able to secure a regular supply of
the real news of what is going on
in the various regions in which the
industry is situated. This feature is
a surprisingly good barometer of
general economic conditions of the
industry, taken as a whole.
Then, too, to be first, to be up
to date and to advance the boundaries of information in new, live
subjects is to be in the class of
real leadership.
Resumes of vital statistics in all
branches of the industry indicate
not only thorough contact with
each, but give prestige to conclusions drawn regarding the effects of
any general business or governmental policy.
These things give further weight

to another representative and outstanding necessary factor of such
a journal—a vigorous and consistent
editorial policy. You may take a
trade journal that pussyfoots its
way, but you can never feel great
reliance upon its opinions in the
face of any serious issue.
Auxiliary departments that are
interesting and informative as well
as current news, are other features
of this claas of journal. To know
of progress in science, invention,
publications, etc., is of special value
to a thorough student.
Wise recognition of the personal
side of business is believed to be
the chief factor contributory to
amelioration of the unfortunate effeets of standardization and the
machine-routine elements of daily
work upon men. For that reason
alone, personals about people in the
trade are a factor
contributing
greatly to the humanistic element
so much sought after in modern industrial relations.
And the advertising, as well as
being broadly representative, should
include the fine, high-quality type
of copy. Only such a trade journal
as described draws this kind—the
advertisement that incorporates a
well-conceived artistic plan and well
chosen message for the purpose of
emphasizing high quality of product. This kind of advertising is
so much in harmony with the spirit
of such a journal as to be found,
almost inevitably, to have a part in
it.
In short, we unconsciously expect
to find these and similar attributes
in such a magazine, and we come to
rate it in terms of the ensemble of
them which are present.
So much of our lives is occupied
with matters of business and so
much of business is so large a proportion of all the life we have, that
those features of business contact
which contribute to making our
lives more thoroughly rounded out
and enriched are to be treasured
above all others. They truly "more
adequately prepare us for life."
Then, too, the best of us, achieve
what we may, are such temporary
and merely contributory items to
the total sum of effort which makes
up our modern complex organization, that it is a great thing to have
constantly available means of keeping before us a complete picture of
that group, In a part of which we
do our life work. To this end our
representative journal acheves that
highest of all ideals of greatness—
of being "servant of all."
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DOES YOUR GIRL
SUIT THIS LIST?
Many Cadets Turn In List Of ThenPreferences—Blondes and Brunettes Go Fifty-Fifty—Intellectual
Girl Not Wanted By Few
In the results of the contest among
the cadets to decide upon the type
of girl that the majority prefer,
some very interesting facts are
brought out. Most of the cadets
filled out the list and mailed It to
his girl—or the girl that he thinks
is his—so the ballot box was not
overcrowded, but those who filled
out their ballots seemed very interested in the results.
The most outstanding characteristic of the contest was the fact
that 50 per- cent of the cadets who
voted prefered blondes and 50 per
cent prefered brunettes, but the
writer prefers a blonde, so that
makes "our" side win out.
Below are the facts and figures
as recorded by the ballot:
Percent.
Yes No
1. Prefer a blonde?
50
60
2. Prefer a brunette? .... 50
50
3. Should she dance? — 75
25
4. Play cards?
62.5* 37.5
5. Gamble?
12.5 87.5
6. Flirt?
25
75
7. Smoke? _
25
75
8. Use cosmetics?
62.5 37.5
9. Skilled in domestic
arts?
100
10. Orderly?
100
11. Limit her dates?
87.5 12.5
12. Affectionate?
87.5 12.5
13. Sympathetic?
87.5 12.5
14. Thoughtful? —
87.5 12.5
15. Studious?
100
16. Love Outdoors? .... 87.6 12.5
17. Love home? 87.5 12.5
18. Good Physique? .... 100
19. Have a car?
— 62.5 37.5
75
25
20. Modest?
-—
21. Good Disposition? ... 87.5 12.5
22. Love children?
75
26
23. Swear?
— I2-5 83'6
24. Be industrious? .... 87.5 12.6
25. Have a sense of
humor
87.5 12.6
26. Intellectual?
87.5 12.5
75
27. Timid?
— •-■• 25
28. Faithful to one
lover?
■ 87.5 12.5
29. Have a good line — 50
50
87 5
12 5
30. Pretty? '
—J. B. C.
.
C.A.C.

HISTORY OFT IS
jLoS
Gignatic Organization Founded In
1851—Many Student Associations
Formed—Y. M. O. A. At Olemson
Has Been Force For Good
The Young Men's Christian Association was founded by a dry goods
clerk, George Williams, in London,
June 6, 1864, as a result of religious
efforts
among
his
companions.
From here the movement spread
all over the world. The members
of the association are active and associate, the active being members of
some evangelical church, and the
associate members not yet members
of any church. The active members are the controlling members.
The association seeks to promote
the spiritual, physical, social and
mental welfare of its members.
The first
association in
this
country was organized in 1857.
The membership grew until the War
Between the States, then it was on
a down grade. During the war the
association did a great deal of
work among
the
soldiers,
the
northern associations helping their

soldiers and the southern helping
theirs. After the war the period of
growth was great; "Y" gymnasiums
were built, International committees
were
incorporated, and foreign
secretaries were sent out.
The first student associations
were organized in the University of
Michigan and the University of
"Virginia in 1858. It was not very
long then until there were student
associations all over the United
States. As a result of this movement thousands of students have
been won for Christ and a great
many of these have become ministers.
The
Clemson
College Young
Men's Christian Association was organized in 1894, through the efforts of Mr. F. S. Brockman, then
State Secretary, but now a missionary to China( and Prof. F. P.
Harrison.
The secretaries who have been
here since the "Y" was begun are,
Ray H.
Legate,
Prevost,
Bob
Sweeney, Roy John, John R. Lester,
D. N. Fields, J. M. Stoney, W. H.
Bryant, M. P. McClure, J. L. Fox,
P. B. Holtzendorff, and H. B.
Robinson. Fields, Bryant, McClure,
Fox, and Robinson were assistant
secretaries.
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and was opened January 1, 1916.
Since the opening of the building
the "Y" work has been moving forward by leaps and bounds. The
*'Y" means a great deal to almost
every student at Clemson. Besides
being a place of religious work it
is a place of very much amusement.
If it were not for the picture shows,
the pool and the Ping Pong tables
there would be a great many tiresome houds spent at Clemson. The
"Y" shows as good shows at a
lower price than most theaters.
The Morning Watch groups increased this year from just a few
groups in the whole college to one
group on each hall. The average
member of men attending Morning
Watch this year was about two
hundred.
The Friendship Council
had an enrollment this year of about
forty.
A meeting was called at the home
of Mr. Holtzendorff, the "Y" Secretary, the afternoon of May 22,
1924. The men who met were men
who have been recommended by
the old Friendship Council, Bible
class leaders, and Morning Watch
leaders to lead Bible Classes and
be on the Friendship Council next

year.
There were about seventy
men present, the largest number
of men that ever met at Clemson
for a similar purpose. The following program was followed:
PROGRAMME
FOB
SETTING-UP CONFERENCE
For 1924-25 Y. M. C. A. Workers
Thursday—May 22nd
B. W. FREELAND, President of
Y. M. C. A. 1924-25, Chairman
Open with prayer.
"What are We Here For?", B. W.
Freeland.
"What the College Expects of the
Y. M. C. A.", Prof. S. B. Earle,
Act.-Pres. Clemson College.
"Bible Study—What It Is",Rev.
John McSween
Discussion Group Method of Conducting Bible Study, as Outlined
by A. Bruce Curry, led by P. B.
Holtzendorff, Jr.
Prayer.
Intermission—Supper
Open with prayer.
"Some of the Things that Distract
From Christ at Colege and Some
Ways of Overcoming Them"—Rev.
Geo. Belk.
"Making Christ Known at Clem-

son by Attending Blue Ridge"C. Aull, Jr., Ex-President "Y"
Outline of Freshman Reception
Committee, 19 24-25, T. L. Vaughan.
"Summing Up," Mr. J. E. Johnson
Closed by prayer.
Each of the talks was very good,
and everybody had a big time eating supper handed from Holtzy's
kitchen window. As a result of the
meeting quite a few new men signed up for the Friendship Council.
We hope the "Y" will reach even
more of the student body next year
than it did the past year.
—T. J. H.
C.A.C.
It

was a funny little joke that
Norton told me;
Whoof, whoof, whoof, hee, hee, hee.
A pair is a
A peach is
We know more
Than what

pair
a peach
about our professors
they teach.

Government Official (before i1""
investigation)—"What are
ing to get out of it?"
Same Official (a few weeks later'?
—"How are we going to get
it?"—Judge.

The chairmans of the advisory
board since 1909 are A B. Bryan,
T. W. Keitt, Dr. Brackett, and
Professor Martin. Professor Martin
was elected chairman in 1916 and
has held the office until the present time.
The members of the
board at this time are, Professors
Martin, Reed,
Johnson,
J.
M.,
Mitchell, Rev. McSween, B. O. Williams, President Earle, Holtzendorff,
and B. W. Freeland, president of
the "Y".
The president and the
secretary of the "Y" and the president of the college are members
ex-officio.
The duties of the advisory to the Y. M. C. A. may be
compared to the duties of the
trustees of a college. The advisory
board rules all of the actions of
the "Y".
Since the first year the "Y" was
started it has made rapid growth
every year. The improvements in
the work were greater some years
than others, but there has not been
a year when there was not some increase in Bible class enrollment or
some other growth made. It has
not been very long that the Association has had a building all of
its own. Before the building wa3
erected in 1915 the "Y" had one
large room in barracks. The secretary had his office and all "Y"
meetings were held in this room.
Although a building had been talked of for some time by members
of the faculty and some of the cadets, Dr. Brackett deserves credit
for its being built when it was.
Dr. Weatherford told Dr. Brackett
about
Mr.
Rockefeller's
giving
some school in North Carolina a
sum of money to erect a "Y" building, then Dr. Bracket asked him
if he didn't think Clemson could
get some for that same purpose.
Dr. Weatherford went about it in
the right way; so they immediately
went to President Riggs and asked
him to write to Mr. Rockefeller.
Dr. Riggs received no reply at first,
but later he received a letter saying
that Mr. Rockefeller would give
$50,000 on a $75,000 building, or
$40,000 on a $60,000 building, provided the faculty, students, alumni,
and friends of the college would
raise the remainder and have it in
the bank by January 1, 1915. They
decided on the $75,000 building.
Due to the bad financial conditions
that year only $20,000 was raised,
so the faculty borrowed and signed
notes for $5000 to make up the
$25,000 so they could take advantage of Mr. Rockefeller's offer.
The building was completed in 1915

4

The initials of a friend
You will find these letters on many tools by
which electricity works. They are on great
generators used by electric light and power
companies; and on lamps that light millions
of homes.
They are on big motors that pull railway
trains; and on tiny motors that make hard
housework easy.
By such tools electricity dispels the dark and
lifts heavy burdens from human shoulders.
Hence the letters G-E are more than a trademark. They are an emblem of service—the
initials of a friend.
S5-690HD

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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INCREASED INTEREST
IN TRACK IS SHOWN
BY PAST SEASON
....Splendid Records Made By Cindermen Thruout Season—Enthusiasm For Track Growing—Clemson And National Track Records
Given—History of Track at Clemson Reviewed.
Champions of South Carolina by
an overwhelming score, fourth place
winners in the Southern Conference
track meet, and establishers of a
new record in the distance medley
*
relay race at the Tech Relay Carnival, the Tiger track team has come
through a successful season.
One
new Clemson record was set during
*
the season, Wallace Roy, the sensational quarter-miler, speeding
through the 440 in 51 1-5 seconds
at the State Meet in Columbia. He
*
also ran the race in this same time
in the preliminary heats of the
Southern Conference meet, and won
,
the finals there in a slightly slower
time.
The opening meet of the season
was at Chapel Hill with the Univer»
sity of North Carolina. Upsetting
all pre-season dope, the Tarheels
came through with a clean-cut victory over our Tigers of the track.
&
Clemson took first places in the
four-forty, the low hurdles, the halfmile, the high jump and the broad
.,
jump.
For two weeks after this opening
meet, continuous rains handicapped
the team in their practice and made
*
impossible the holding of the Georgia and the Davidson meets. The
Tigers were anxious for both these
meets to be run, and they would
*
undoubtedly have added to their
honors if they had been run
Following the raining out of their
meets for two weeks, the boys of
Coach Reed proceeded to the second annual Southern Relay Carnival given by Georgia Tech on Grant
Field in Atlanta.
There
they
f
astounded the spectators by establishing an American record in the
dstance medley relay. Lewis Smith,
'*
Wallace Roy, "Little" Sease, and
Clagett Wood composed the Jungle
relay quartet which won the race
in a time of 8 minutes 3 5.6 seconds.
^a At the same meet the sprint medley
relay team won third, Elliot Hall
tied for third in th^ high jump, and
■,, ^Charlie Robinson won second in his
heat in the hundred although he did
not place in the finals.
In Columbia at the state meet,
*
the Jungaleers absolutely annihilated the other beasts present, taking
A
first place in fourteen of the fifteen
events and scoring 89 points, far
more than the grand total of all
the other teams combined.
Hall,
j
with 13, Robinson and Mace, with
v
ten, and Roy with nine were the
leading point scorers of the meet.
It was in this meet that Roy set
the new Clemson record and a new
*
state record for the quarter-mile.
Going the following week to the
Conference meet at Montgomery,
bearing the title of South Carolina
*
$ champions, and ready to uphold the
honor of the Palmetto State, the
Tigers emerged from the meet
L r9-&>fourth in the standing. This was an
| excellent showing, only Mississippi
■' A & M., Kentucky and Louisiana
State being ahead of Clemson, while
•\ many prominent institutions of
Dixie trailed behind the Tigers.
Wallace Roy stepped out in front of
:| the quarter-milers, winning that
*
event and five points, Elliot Hall
took five more points with second
jf in the high jump and third in the
,f broad jump while the mile relay
team got second in that race.
This was the most thrilling finish

seen in the meet. Charlie Robinson
gaining on the Mississippi A. & M.
rnuner in the last lap, finished
practically in a dead heat with him.
Charlie broke the tape first. But
he fell across with his head while
the Missippians body was across a
fraction ahead, this counting for
the victory. No difference could be
disinguished in the times of the two
teams. This time was a new Conference record, but the credit goes
to the Mississippi crew since they
won the race, although Clemson's
team made exactly the same time.
All in all the season was quite a
success. Many congratulations are
clue the stars of the team and to
their able and inspiring coach, Prof.
Reed.
It is indeed gratifying to Clemson's growing host of track enthuisasts to see the increased interest
in that most ancient of games.
Where football, baseball, and basketball develop that fine talent called team-play, track develops that
equally fine talent called individuality. You either win or lose in
track and the glory of winning always finds its way to those that
deserve it. This is not always the
case in other branches of sport.
The speedy halfback makes a touchdown due to the opening made by
his line.
The pitcher is credited
with a no hit, no run game due to
the ever alert men behind him. The
star forward shoots the basket due
to team play in passing the ball.
The man that runs the race or
jumps the bar is the whole team
and calls his own signals. Track
not only develops one's individuality, but also team play in the amassing of points and in the relays.
Probably the pinnacle of fame for
a track team is to win the Olympic
Games. Since the resupmtion of the
games in 1896 the record of America reads like a fairy tale:
1896. Athens, Greece. Won by
U. S. A.
1900. Paris, France. Won by U. S.
A.
1904. St. Louis, Mo. Won by U.
S. A.
1906. Athens, Greece Won by
TJ. S. A.
1908. London, England. Won by
U. S. A.
1912. Stockholm, Sweden. Won
by U. S. A.
1920. Antwerp, Belgium. Won by
U. S. A.
Some of the world's records held
by American athletes are as follows:
100 yard run. H. J. Kelly, H. P.
Drew, and C. W. Paddock. 9.6 seconds.
220 yard run. C. W. Paddock.
20.8 seconds.
880 yard run. J. E. Meredith. 1
minute 52.2 seconds.
1 mile run. N. S. Taber. 4 minutes
12.6 seconds.
High jump. E. Beeson. 6 ft 7 5-16
in.
Broad jump. E. O. Gourdin. 25 ft.
3 in.
-Shot put R. Rose. 51 ft.
Discut throw. J. Duncan. 156 ft.
1 3-8 in.
220 yard low hurdles. A. Kraenzlein, J. I. Wendell, and R. Simpson.
23.6 second.
This is an unbroken record of
triumphs for America. The athletes
representing the United States hold
more than half the Olympic records
and many of the world marks.
Probably the pinnacle of fame for
an individual track man is to win
the pentathlon or decathlon events.
They are as follows: Pentathlon;
broad jump, javelin, 200 meter dash,
discus, 1500 meter run, all same
day; Decathlon, 100 meter dash,
broad jump, 16 lb. shot put, high
jump, 400 meter run, 110 meter
hurdles, discus, pole vault, javelin,
all the same day. It takes a highly trained athlete showing much
diversity and endurance to cop five
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or ten events of widely different
range.
i
Track was organized at Clemson
as one of the major intercollegiate
sports in the spring of 1904 under
the direction of Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, now director of resident
teaching in agriculture and secretary
of the faculty.
During the ten
year period 1904 to 1914, under
his coaching the Tiger track teams
made an excellent showing, losing
only two duals meets, and won the
S. I. A. A. title three times. Since
the organization of track at Clemson, a Tiger team has never been
defeated by another college track
tarn in this state. This is indeed a.
most enviable record and one to inspire future Clemson teams to keep
unbroken the long line of victories.
Mingled with the names of some of
the older track stars at Clemson
such as Byrd, Stevens, Epps, Furtick, Ward, and Alex Lewis, are
some of the present day celebraties
such as Salley, Roy, Chandler, Hall,
Robinson, and Smith. There is a
growing interest in track at Clemson, and it it hoped that this sentiment will continue to grow until
Clemson is given her rightful place
at the forefront of Southern track
athletics.
We have a wonderful
prospect for a winning team next
season. Pass this along to the track
star back home who expects to enter
college in September. Do your part
in accelerating this growing sentiment in favor of the oldest and
cleanest of all athletic sports.
—W W. B.
- C.A.C.

SrlEUDID PROGRAM '
FEATURES CLOSING
EXERCISES OF T
Many Interesting Speeches Included
In Program—Y. M. C. A. Work
Has Developed To A Great Extent During Past Year—Retiring
President Delivers Farewell
The closing exercises of the Y. M.
C. A. this year were a great deal
better than they were last year
and that is saying a great' deal.
There was quite an improvement
in the program; all of the speeches
were splendid. The program was
as follows:
Closing Exercises Of The Young
Men's Association Of Clemson
College
June 1st, 1934
Auditorium of Y. M. C. A. 8:30
P. M.
B. W. Freeland, President.
T. J. Hart, Vice-Pres.
S. W. Henry, Recording Secretary.
Retiring Officers:
J. C. Aull Jr., Pres.
T. L. Vaughan, Vice-Pres.
T. J. Hart, Recording Secretary
Prof. S. M. Martin, Chairman
Advisory Board
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General
Sec.
H. E. Robinson, Ass't Secretary
T. L. Vaughan, Ass't Secretary
Hymn No. 80
Prayer by J. C. Bagwell
"Introduction"—B. W. Freeland
Special Music
Hymn 36
Selection by college quartette
Sermon by Bishop W N. Ainsworth of Macon, Ga.
Subject: "The Real Test of Life's
Value"
Music
"Farewell", J. C. Aull Jr., Retiring President
Music
"The Y M. C. A., A Part of The
College", Prof. S. B. Earle, President of Clemson
"Numerous Activities and Features of the Y. M. C. A.", H. E.
Robinson, Ass't Secretary

NINE
Music—Benediction.
Ushers:
L. B. Blakeney, G. E. Hawkins,
R. H. Smith, E. M. Salley.
"Let the words of my mouth, and
the meditations of my heart be acceptable in Thy sight, O Lord, my
strength and my Redeemer."
Professor Earle's talk on "The
Y. M. C. A. A Part of the College"
was very good. He showed what an
important part the "Y" plays In
the life of the Clemson Students.
He said that the "Y" stands for
Bible study and that should be an
important phase in the life of every
student. No student is well educated unless he has a pretty good
knowledge of the Bible. He urged
that the students take a morp
active part in the "Y" work.
The music was exceedingly good.
No "Y" exercise would be complete
without some music. This part of
the program added a great deal to
the interest of Sunday night.
Robinson in his talk named the
various activities of the "Y" and
showed as the subject of his talk
indicated, that they were numerous.
He told of the part the Friendship
Council and the Morning Watch
groups have played in the life of
some of the sudents at Clemson.
He also named other activities and
features of the "Y" and showed
how they were related to the life of
the students. "Some of the activities of the "Y" reach farther than
the Clemson students," says Robinson. The "Y" sends out deputation
teams to some of the country
chuTches around and about the college.
Bishop Ainsworth's sermon was
one of the hest ever preached at
the Y. M. C. A. He showed in
striking terms just what the test of
life's value is. The value of life
cannot be estimated in dollars and
cents, in what it means to each individual person.
Life does not
mean as much to some people as it
does to others, because all people
do not give their lives in the same
way.
Freeland in his talk gave something of the history of the Y. M. C.
A. at Clemson. He told how that
Mr Rockefeller gave such a large
sum to the erection of the "Y"
building, and that the other money
was raised by the faculty, students,

and friends of the college. He also
told how the "Y" might mean a
great deal more to the students of
Clemson than it does now.
He
expressed the importance of making the "C" in Y. M. C. A. stand
out more.
Aull, who has been such a good
president for this scholastic year,
gave a very striking farewell address.
T. J. H.
C.A.C.

WHEN IN SENACA
COME TO SEE

OUBOSE DRUG GO,

"A FRIENDLY PLACE"
THE
PRESCRIPTION
STORE
SENACA, S. C.

CLEANUP PRESSING
'■•me Work t» J%0

OM Reliable
•AXurAcnoM nniii > i —
CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dora Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,
Anything Yon Want-

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send for Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

THE FAMOUS COMMONWEALTH GAPS
LATEST THING IN SPRING HEADWEAR"
HAVE YOU SEEN
THE NEW ENDIGOTT-JOHNSON SLIPPERS?
GOME DOWN AND SEE THE LATEST STYLES
A NEW ARROW SHIRT AND
A NEW ARROW COLLAR JUST ARRIVED

A NEW STYLE TIE IS COMING

SLOAN BROS.

THE

TEN

THE BALDHEAD ROW
EsSJiiase^^^Si^ i ^-v^W

IT IS JUNE. College is closed
for the summer, and with the other
affairs of the year are laid away
the athletic seasons of the session
1923-24. The book is closed, to DP
opened again at another page in
September

* * *
THE YEAR has been successful
in athletic matters. Yes, we said
successful, for the seasons have
brought quite a number of victories
to the Tigers, and even in adversity
the teams fought with the truL
Jungle spirit, winning the respect
of all even in defeat.
* * *
LOOKING OVER the record of
the year we first see "Bud" Saunders beginning his acquaintance
with Clemson men in the early days
of last September and beginning to
mold his first Tiger team, ably
aided and abetted by Captain May.
All Clemson supporters were confident that success would be with the
efforts of Saunders and May to develop a representative Clemson eleven.
But more than the fondest
hopes were realized when the Jungle beast slashed through the season as he did, tieing the Auburn Tiger and winning the state championship where all the dopesters
said he couldn't do it.

* * *
THREE GAMES were the high
lights of the gridiorn season. First
when the ever-mighty Tiger of the
plains left Auburn to encounter the?
Tiger of the hills at Clemson, and
instead of carrying home the supremacy of the Tiger clan, departed
with the small end—if there is
such a thing—of a tie score. For
Clemson had been decidedly the
class of the game which ended in a
scoreless draw.
* * *

he had a new system to introduce.
In this case the introduction did
not proceed quite rapidly, and the
basketeers did not win many games.
But the team improved steadily
from the beginning of the season to
the end. They were fast and hard
fighters, and even where they lost
many games they never gave up
without a .struggle. The feature of
the season was the defeat which the
Tigers hander the University of
Florida in the first round of the
Conference tournament in Atlanta.
This was the first victory won by
a Tiger quintet in any of the southern tourneys held in Atlanta.
In
the second round the Jungle five
bowed to the brilliant Vanderbilt
machine.

* • •

SPRING CAME around—although
it came mighty slowly this year—
and the myriad candidates for the
three spring sports, baseball, track
and tennis, along with the football
men indulging in spring work-out,
thronged the Clemson athletic plant.
Spring football practice was highly
successful, much material being decloped to fill in the shoes of the
graduating stars.
The ten n i s
team played a schedule of dual
meets, and made good showing in
them as well as in the state and
conference tournaments.
* * *
THE BASE BALL NINE did not
win a large number of games, but
they too gave their best all through
the season. The club just hit its
stride at the last of the season.
In
the last eight days of play they
played six games and won five of
them. Quite a fine record for any
team, and it did much to bolster up
the standing of the remainder of the
season.

* • •
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THAT IS only to mention the letter men who are returning. Besides
these their are a host of men who
last year were close behind these
stars, and have since shown worlds
of improvement. And the freshmen
eleven sent
up some
promising
youngsters. All of these men were
out for the spring sessions, and they
look good. Many of them will give
the old regulars battles for positions,
while others will fill the shoes left
empty.
We predict a great year
for the Tigers.

• • •

AT THIS SEASON of the year,
the commencement season, thoughts
turn to those who are departing
from the walls of Clemson and from
her athletic, teams. Fifteen members of the class of 1924 have earned their Block "C" at some time
during their college career, and will
perform no more upon
a Tiger
team.
Besides these fifteen who
were successful in winning the envied letter there are many other '24
men who did much to help the various teams though they did not actually make the first string themselves.
• * *
CHARLIE GARRISON was the
all-round star of the class this year.
Having won his letter in basketball
last session, he this year won three
letters. The football, baseball, and
basketball .teams all claimed him as
a star, and he was captain of the
basketball team. A brilliant end,
an inspiring basketball leader, and
the leading pitcher is not a bad
record for one year. In addition to
his athletic activities, Charlie was
one of the first six of his class in
scholastic standing.

• • •
J. B. WERTZ was another versatile man, and he too performed the
exceptional feat of winning three
letters in one year. The greatest
football center in the state, despite
the authorities iwho picked Joe
Wheeler or Miller of P. C, a fast
basketeer, land the javelin hurler of
the track team, is Wertz's record
for the year. He also won his basketball and track letters in his
Junior year.
• • •

THE TRACK TEAM was successful
in a large number of races. The
HIGH-LIGHT NUMBER TWO was
seen on the State Fair Grounds in only dual meet was lost . to North
Columbia. The highly touted Game- Carolina, two others being rained
cocks of one Sol Metzger crowed out; but the Tigers walked off with
loud and long before noon of Fair the state meet, outclassing everyWeek Thursday, but after that time thing in South Carolina, and also
ELLIOT HALL has the distinction
little crowing did they do.
For the making a fine showing at the Tech of being the only man who won a
Tiger swept the bird from his path Relays and the Southern Conference letter each of the four years he
and marched on towards the Pal- meet.
was in college. Since first enter» » »
metto title.
ing, Elliot has been a member of
* » •
AND NOW with 1923-24 past and the track team, and he is quite
BLEAK AND STORMY weather gone, the thoughts turn to the out- classy at high jumping and broad
It seems a jumping. Elliot has been one of
failed to extinguish high-light num- look for next year.
ber three in Greenville on Thanks- thing in the dim future—the open- the leaders of the class in every
giving Day. The inhabitants of ha ing of school and the next football respect, President of it in the Sen"Textile Center" hooted at the mere season. But the rummer Tacation ioV year, and also Editor of "The
idea that Clemson had an outside will fly by with amazing rapidity, Tiger" for a year.
look-in on a chance to win.
But and in a little while the Tigers will
• * *
after the final blast of the referee's be assemblying again, and the moleBOB GRIFFIN AND FRANK
whistle had sounded over the fierce- skin warriors reporting to Coaches
STROTHER were stars on the footly fought Turkey Day contest in the Saunders and May. ,
ball team last fall and won their
* * *
wet and cold, another proof had
letters for the first time on that
WHAT are Clemson's prospects
been given to the saying that the
team.
final result is more to be desired for next year? That question will
» * *
Clemson man
than the dopester's predictions. And be asked of every
"GILLY"
DOTTERER,
the Charso ended the gridiron season with probably hundreds of times during
leston
cyclone,
is
a
speedy
and brilthe vacation period. Everywhere a
the Tiger roaring.
* * •
Tiger Cadet goes, the people he liant performer on 'both the basketHe
AT THE SAME TIME that the meets will question him as to the ball floor and the gridiron.
won
his
letter
in
'both
sprots
in
both
Tiger was treading the gridirons, the prospects.
his Junior and Senior years, and is
» » •
participants in a little-noticed and
IN THE opinion of the writer the* a leader in many forms of activities
little-known sport were doing their
stuff for Clemson. The cross-coun- outlook is exceedingly bright for a and one of the most popular boys
try runner, overshadowed because more successful season this year in school. The Presidency of ths
Coach Block "C" Club is one of his numhis season coincides with the all- than was enjoyed last.
glorious football season, is the hard- Saunders and his system have be- erous honors.
• • •
est of workers in a sport which takes come established.
And from the
CLAGETT WOOD was a track
worlds of spunk and endurance, and championship team of last fall, the
for his work he gets little apprecia- only positions vacated by gradua- man all during his college career,
tion. In 1923 the Clemson marath- tion ' are center, a tackle, an end, and won his letter in his Junior and
oneers again took the state title, and quarter-back.
Returning to Senior years, 'being captain in his
and they deserve more credit than their places will be such linemen last year. He holds the Clemson.
they get.
as "Stonewall" Jackson, "Dutch" record for the half-mile.
* * •
• * »
Tennant, "Butch" Holahan, and
WINTER, with its accompanying "Red" Wilson; such an end as
JACK KILLIAN AND M.C. ELLIindoor sport, basketball, then came Gary Finklea; and such back-field SON won their letters in the gruelto the front.
Coach "Bud" took stars as Charlie Robinson, Captain- ling test of the cross-country race.
charge of the candidates for the elect of the team, Pat Harmon, Brat- Jack was captain of the harriers
quintet. As in the case of football ton Williams, and John Walker.
this year.

CLEMSON TRACK RECORDS
100 yard run—Byrd, 9 4-5 seconds. .1910.
220 yard run—Chandler, 22 seconds, 1923.
440 yard run—Roy, 51 1-5 seconds. .1924.
880 yard run—Wood, 2 minutes 0 4-5 second 1923.
1 mile run—Younge, 4 minutes 41 seconds. 1923.
2 mile run—Huggins, 2 mlnues 25 seconds. 1923.
120 yard high hurdles—Hill, 16 2-5 seconds. 1909.
220 yard low hurdles—Wade, 26 1-5 seconds. 1923.
High jump—Covington, 6 feet. 1919.
Broad jump—Byrd, 21 feet 10 1-2 Inches. 1909.
Pole vault—Stevens, 1910, and Boggs, 1920—11 ft. 6 in.
Shot put—Gilmer, 42 feet 4 inches. 1921.
Discus throw—Colbert, 124 feet. 1920.
Javelin—Hardin, 171^feet. 1922.
— W. W.
ABE FITZGERALD has been a
member of the tennis team for two
years. Last year he was an able
assistant to Bill Grier and "Jim"
Gray, and this year he was "big
cheese" of the racket wielders.
» * *
THEO VAUGHN a basketball
player during several seasons, won
his letter this year.
T. W. iSMITH has won his letter
in track, although he was not on
the team this year.
» » *
STYLES BEE AND
"BUCK"
SPEARMAN were the efficient ana
popular managers of the footbal;
and baseball teams respectively ano
they won their blocks for this.
They surely earned them, for the
manager's job is anything but a
sinocure, and >both held their jobs
with distinction.
THAT COMPLETES the roll of
the Block "C" athletes of the class
of 1924. To each and every one
of them, as well as to every other
member of the class, "THE BALDHEAD ROW" wishes the very greatest possible success. They will, it
is certain, continue their college successes in the bigger field of life.

* • •

APOLOGIES are due to Bill
Murr from this department. A careful check of the hatting averages
published in the last issue shows
that instead of having the average
credited to him, he acturally had
18 hits out of 60 times at bat for
an average of exactly .300. This
gives him the undisputed leadership
of the team, instead of beir
for it. We are sorry this error occurred, it was certainly unintentional; and we are glad to have this
opportunity to correct it.
* • •
"TOP"
NEWMAN,
a
tormer
Clemson student and son of Prof.
C. C. Newman here, has again
broken the mile record at West
Point. He is in his third year at
the Military Academy, and has mads
a splendid record there. Leaving
Clemson after his Sophomore year
"Top" went to the Point and became a track star there as he had
been at Clemson. He set the Clemson record for the two-mile in 1921
and his record held until Huggins
broke it last year. At West Point,
"Top" set a new Acadamy record
for the mile the first year he was
there. Since then he has broken
his own record several times. nl
a recent meet he ran the mile in 4
minutes 23 1-5 seconds, setting a
new West Point record in that, event for the fourth time.
* » *
ANDERSON'S American Legion
has work under way on its new stadium. This new field will give the
"Electric City" a suitable place to
stage hig athletic events. The football field, now 'being graded, will
be one of the best in the state. The
stadium is to he dedicated when
Clemson and the Citadel play there
on Nov. 15.

B.

THE COACHING SCHOOL to be
held in connection -with the Clemao
summer school this summer p
ises to 'be highly popular, judging
from the correspondence of Dr. F.
H. H. Calhoun, Dean of the Summer
School. The coaching courses for
men will be in charge of Coach
"Bud" Saunders. He will give football coaching courses, both elementary for those who have not had
previous experience and advanced
courses in strategy for the more experienced coaches.
Attention will
also be given to basketball.
Janie Neville Shanklin, super\;
of playground activities in the
ston-Salem Schools, will he in charge
of coaching and playground a
ities for women.
» * *
SIX GOOD MEN -and true Tigers
have been chosen as team captain*
to lead the Tiger teams 'next 3
Charlie Robinson, punter de luxe
and South Carolina's star half-b
leads the football squad. "Pinky"
Colbert, scrappy young Westerner
from Oklahoma, will be the bas
hall captain.
"Pat" Harmon, the
versatile athlete ifrom Columhia, is
to head the ibaseball club. Li
Smith, crack half-miler, is track
captain. In the two minor sports
Dan Sanftleben will captain tennis
and E. C. Sease "will he the le;
of the cross-country team.
* * *
WITH THIS ISSUE we finish
work for the session. In Septeir
"we hope and expect to be back
the job. During the fall we s
attempt t'o chronicle the deed"
what we think will be one of Clemson's gre.
"THE
TIGER," and to ev • ■
son man
'The Baldibead Row" wishes a 1
ant and a prosperous summer.
—W. W. B.
He—"May, I e.al . you "rev L~~ ,.,,.
She— "Why?"
. ;;
He—"Because 'revengs" is
She— "Certainly, if you '
me call you 'vengeance'."
He—"And why call me 'TeagBance'?"
She- "Because
"vengeance'
13
mine."— -Gargorgle.
"I vlsh I was as religious as
Sammy."
"And vy?"
"He clasps his hands so tight la
prayer he can't get them apart >ar
the collection box comes aroui
—Sour Owl

h L RtLLtK
WALKOVER SHOES
LATEST STYLES IN
HATS, CAPS, SOCKS
AND
ALL LINES OF
MEN'S WEARING APPAREL
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